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THE BG NEWS 
Friday, November 8,1985 
Fate of 6 
unclear 
in reports 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - An 
anonymous caller said Islamic 
Jihad extremists planned to kill 
their half-dozen American hos- 
aes yesterday, and a second 
er claimed they were dead. 
But no bodies were found in the 
designated spot. 
The captives were to be "exe- 
cuted" by firing squad because 
indirect negotiations with the 
United States had reached "a 
dead end," the first man said in 
a call to a Western news agency. 
In Washington, however, a 
White House official said "con- 
tacts" in the Lebanon hostage 
case had not broken down and 
President Reagan said of the 
death threat, "Evidently there 
is no substantiation of that at 
aU." 
Since the calls could not be 
authenticated, it was impossible 
to determine whether they were 
a macabre hoax or simply part 
of a war of nerves being waged 
by the shadowy Shiite Moslem 
faction to pressure Washington 
into making a deal. 
Six Americans are missing in 
Lebanon. Islamic Jihad claimed 
Oct. 4 it killed one of them, 
diplomat William Buckley, 57. 
But no body has turned up. 
THE OTHER American cap- 
tives are Peter Kilbum. 60, an 
American University of Beirut 
librarian; the Rev. Lawrence 
Jenco, 50, a Roman Catholic 
priest; Terry Anderson, 38, chief 
Middle East correspondent for 
The Associated Press; David 
Jacobsen, director of the Ameri- 
can University Hospital, and 
Thomas Sutherland, the univer- 
sity's dean of agriculture. 
islamic JihadT or Islamic Holy 
War, believed made up of funda- 
mentalist followers of Iran's 
Ayatollah Rubollah Khomeini, 
had said it would release the 
Americans when Kuwait frees 
17 Shiite comrades serving 
prison terms for the bombings of 
the U.S. and French embassies 
in Kuwait in December 1963. 
Kuwait refuses. 
BG News/Kevin Hopkins Workout! 
Not everyone seems to be keeping in time with Jennifer Klineck, sophomore sports managment major 
(front right), as she leads an aerobics class at the Student Recreation Center. The open class meets 
Monday through Thursday from 4:30-5:30 p.m. and Friday and Sunday from 5:15-6:15 p.m. 
Police pair up 
on city safety 
by Jim Nleman 
and Teresa Tarantino 
staff reporters 
There are two people in this 
town who, by working together, 
create an insurance policy for 
both the city and the University. 
But they're not in the insurance 
business; you could say they 
make their living off crime. 
Some would call them "part- 
ners in crime" ... crime pre- 
vention, that is. 
The partnership between Wil- 
liam Bess and Galen Ash began 
in 1978 when the two were 
named beads of their respective 
departments. Bess is the direc- 
tor of Public Safety at the Uni- 
versity and Ash serves as the 
chief of police for the city. 
"We need each other. We all 
have the same problems; it 
(working together) is a way to 
solve them,   Ash said. 
Ash said cooperation wasn't 
always the rule. Ash waa a 
member of the University police 
force in 1960, and he said that at 
that time the University police 
force was looked upon as "sec- 
ond class." While he was on the 
force. Ash said, be was basically 
a "door checker." 
"WE WORKED ballgame tra- 
ffic and unlocked doors for pro- 
fessors who didn't carry keys," 
Ash said. He added that if any- 
thing serious occurred on the 
University grounds, city police 
were called in to handle it 
Things chanced when Bess 
took over as the head of the 
University's police. Ash said. 
Bess agreed that he redirected 
the University's safety program 
into a police force with crime 
prevention as Us primary inter- 
eat 
Ben'predecessor chose not to 
work with the city. "He didn't 
want our help - we didn't want 
his help," Ash said. 
The working relationship be- 
tween the two has been differ- 
ent Ash said he and Bess have 
"agreed to agree from the be- 
ginning." 
One of the first things they did 
in their new positions was to 
create a mutual assistance 
agreement outlining what areas 
they would jointly cover. 
The city police are authorized 
to patrol both the dry and the 
University because it is con- 
tained within the city. Univer- 
sity officers patrol the 
University and have also been 
swom in by the mayor as auxil- 
iary city officers. 
This gives both departments 
jurisdiction both on and off cam- 
pus. 
WHILE THE two departments 
limit their patrols to their re- 
spective areas, they have 
agreed that the city streets 
which run through and adjacent 
to campus are under the author- 
ity ofthe city. The University, 
however, may stop vehicles for 
traffic infractions on these roads 
and follow through on the cita- 
tion, if they first radio the city's 
shift supervisor for authoriza- 
tion. 
"Ninety percent of the time 
the supervisor is going to say 
take it now,' " Ash said, rather 
than wait for a city officer to 
arrive at the scene. 
As a result of the agreement 
and the city's confidence in the 
University's department. Ash 
said he believes his officers 
"probably spend less time on 
this end of town." 
"Again that is'because of the 
confidence our people have in 
their people ... you can't sur- 
vive it you can't work together," 
he said. 
Ash said confidence in the 
University police force is the 
major reason that University 
police officers have been swom 
in as auxiliary city police offi- 
cers. 
"All it takes is a serious acci- 
dent and you'll have several 
officers tied up," Ash said. 
Cooperation doesn't just exist 
between him and Ash, but also 
among members of their respec- 
tive forces, Bess said. 
"It is a totally unique cooper- 
• See Police, page 4. 
OCJ student government disputes group's study 
COLUMBUS (AP) - A na- 
tional conservative organization 
that says it wants to determine 
whether university professors 
are fair and ethical in their 
teaching has been in contact 
with students at one Ohio school, 
but not without opposition from 
the student government and f ac- 
Tbe Washington-based Accu- 
racy in Academia has corre- 
sponded with students at Ohio 
University in Athens, the organi- 
zation said yesterday. The stu- 
dent government, however, 
opposes any efforts of the group 
to monitor  professors' teach- 
ings. 
The president of the OU fac- 
ulty, Patricia Richard, also ob- jects to monitoring by the group. 
"The whole effort is another 
form   of   intimidation,"   said 
Richard, who teaches political 
science. "I don't think there is 
any place for it on the college 
campus." 
In Washington, Les Csorba, 
executive director of Accuracy 
in Academia, said the group 
received inquiries from some 
students at OU and responded to 
them. He said the group has 
heard no complaints about pro- 
fessors at other Ohio schools. 
Inside: Convocation preview, page 5. 
'Country doctor9 selected 
Reagan appoints health and human services secretary 
ACCURACY IN Academia en- 
courages students to provide 
information about possible un- 
balanced, unethical or inaccu- 
rate classroom teachings. A 
board, including professors, 
analyzes the information - stu- 
dents' classroom notes or 
material distributed by the tea- 
cher - and contacts the profes- 
sor "to give him a chance to give 
his side of the story" if the group 
decides to publish its findings in 
its newsletter, Csorba said. 
The newsletter goes to univer- 
sities where professors have 
been challenged, students and 
media organizations requesting 
it and contributors to the non- 
profit group, Csorba said. 
"We just want to hold these 
people (teachers) accountable 
through our newsletter ... and 
to show whether or not they are 
abiding by a certain amount of 
professional ethics," Csorba 
said. 
Started in August, the group is 
part of Accuracy in Media, 
which monitors the perfor- 
mance ofthe nation's news me- 
dia. 
Craig Greenlee, president of 
the OU Student Senate, said 
Accuracy in Academia implies 
that "students aren't capable of 
making a decision for them- 
selves concerning what is fair or 
biased" in the classroom and 
that its monitoring "could be 
slanted toward the right." 
ACCURACY IN Academia 
made its contacts on campus 
through the student College Re- 
publican Club, Greenlee said. A 
spokesman for the club could not 
be reached for comment yester- 
day. 
Greenlee, who represents 
Ohio, Michigan, Indiana and 
Kentucky in the United States 
Students Association, said that 
group also opposes Accuracy in 
Academia, contending that it 
will "inhibit academic free- 
dom" of discussion in the class- 
room. 
Neither Greenlee nor Richard 
was aware of any professors at 
OU targeted for monitoring or 
whether the group is active on 
campus. 
Stephanie Peters, an Ohio 
State University student who is 
on the United States Students 
Association board, last week 
informed OSU trustees of her 
rup's opposition to Accuracy 
Academia. She said there 
have been no reports of com- 
plaints about OSU professors to 
the monitoring group. 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Otis 
Bowen, a former Indiana gover- 
nor described as a conservative 
country doctor, was selected by 
President Reagan yesterday to 
be the next secretary of health 
and human services, replacing 
Margaret Heckler who will be- 
come U.S. ambassador to Ire- 
land. 
Reagan said he picked Bowen 
"because of all the qualifica- 
tions he has in excess for this 
particular position," including 
experience as a family doctor 
and medical professor and eight 
years as governor. 
Reagan and Bowen, citing the 
nominee's pending confirmation 
hearings in the Senate, declined 
to answer most questions from 
reporters when they appeared in 
the president's Oval Office for 
the announcement. 
But Bowen denied any illegal 
action in deciding to treat his 
terminally 01 wife some years 
ago with three drugs not ap- 
proved by the Food and Drug 
Administration. 
Bowen had revealed his action 
in a 1961 speech to an American 
Medical Association conference, 
and criticized what be consid- 
ered dawdling on new drug ap- 
provals by FDA, which will be 
under his direction at HHS. 
THE DRUGS be used included 
dimethyl sulf oxide, or DMSO, an 
industrial solvent believed by 
many to be a pain reliever when 
used as an ointment; tetrahy- 
drocannabinol, or THC, theprin- 
cipal active ingredient in 
marijuana; and an unidentified 
drug approved in France but not 
in the United States. 
The first two were intended to 
treat bis wife's "incredible, ex- 
cruciating, unbearable pain," 
he said at the time. The third 
was an attempt to treat ber fntal 
bone cancer. She died Jan. 1, 
1961. 
"Why cant a dying person, 
with severe pain, have easy pre- 
scription access to it?" Bowen 
asked in his 1961 speech. "The 
only excuse I could find was that 
after prolonged use and heavy 
dosage, it (DMSO) caused an 
occasional  cataract  in   dogs 
"%' i later said DMSO use was 
part of a clinical trial of the 
drug. But be added: "It seems to 
me as if we have been looking at 
some of these drugs forever. I'm 
not calling for unleashing of 
harmful drugs, but it seems to 
me you have to weigh the bene- 
fits and risks. With any new 
drug, there is always going to be 
someone who reacts badly to it." 
ASKED YESTERDAY if be 
would advocate using unli- 
censed drags, he replied: "I did 
nothing illegal. DMSO U not 
did not comment on 
the issue. Later, White House 
spokesman Larry Speakes said 
Reagan was aware of every- 
thing in Bowen'i background 
before selecting him. 
Editorial BG News/November 8, IMS I 
Support of bill 
short-sighted 
The Undergraduate Student Government showed 
good intentions but poor judgment when it 
passed a resolution Oct. 21 supporting Ohio Senate 
The bill intends to provide financial aid to any 
undergraduate college student in Ohio who could 
demonstrate need. 
On the surface, it would appear USG was justi- 
fied in supporting the bill. Providing financial 
support for undergraduates is a cause we endorse 
wholeheartedly. 
But in this instance, the vague nature of the bill 
may actually work against students at public 
universities. 
The bill does not determine how unmet financial 
need would be determined. Student at private 
universities might find it easier to demonstrate 
need because of higher educational fees. 
A total of as much as $60 million would be made 
available to Ohio's undergraduate students by 
Senate Bill 215. As the bill is now worded, the bulk 
of that money could very well end up in the coffers 
of private institutions. 
USG wasn't the only group to overlook the holes 
in the bill. The Ohio Student Association, which 
represents all of the students at public colleges, 
also favored the bill. 
We hope both USG and OSA will work at attempt- 
ing to change the wording of the bill so that the 
interests of students at public colleges are pro- 
tected. 
The episode should provide a lesson to USG: It is 
not enough to have good intentions. Issues can only 
be acted upon when all the details are known. 
It's one thine to support a theory. It's another 
thing to act without knowing all the facts. 
The physical fitness battle 
Mind and body clash on the perfect exercise method 
by Cralg Hwgft 
My mind and body have been having a 
debate lately. It goes something like this: 
Mtad: What we have here, my corporeal 
friend, is an unequal partnership. I've been 
in college getting myself in shape for the 
last eight years, and meanwhile, look at 
Body: Just a minute, pal. Let's not get self- 
righteous all right ?That'a me soul's depart- 
ment. Before you go patting yourself on the 
back (which you can't do anyway) for being 
so scholarly, remember that you had me 
haul you over to the Pop Culture library last 
week to look at Hulk comic books. 
Mind: Don't digress. 
Body: What do you want from me? You took 
Elementary Logic, I didn't. 
Mind: I'm concerned about you. And us, our 
relationship. The Greeks called for a sound 
mind in a sound body, and you're hardly 
what I'd call sound. 
Body: So sue me. The next time you want to 
read from one of those anthologies of world 
poetry, lift it yourself. 
My mind should win this argument. My 
body has been goofing off lately. The truth 
is. the most exercise I get these days is 
when I have to pull my roommate off of the 
TV screen during that Trim Trak commer- 
cial, the one that features the home workout 
gym and the gorgeous model with the 
padded seat. Or maybe it's the gym that has 
the padded seat. I forget. 
I've never been physically fit. When I 
entered junior high school, I was horrified 
to discover that pays ed was no longer just 
recess, but a real class with grades and 
everything. In eighth grade, I underwent a 
Secularly humiliating experience during a 
it in rope climbing which the instructor, 
Mr. Blegen, made me take even though I 
pleaded for a written exam instead. (I 
claimed the teacher in rav psychology class 
had said adolescents shouldn't have ex- 
tended contact with phallic symbols.) 
Climbing up and down the rope attached 
to the gym ceiling took two and a half 
agonizing minutes, a time which Mr. Blegen 
loudly announced when I finished. I think 
he's announced it to every class since. 
In the past five years I've gone through a 
couple periods of physical renovation. The 
first method I tried was running, and I was 
very serious about it for awhile, but it 
finally dawned on me that what I liked best 
about it was the feeling I had when I 
stopped. Logically, then, I'd feel even better 
if I stoppedrunnlng entirely. So I did and 
I've loved every minute of it. After I came 
to Bowling Green, I took up weightlifting. I 
quit after about three months of semi-regu- 
lar workouts when it became clear that my 
Don Knotts physique wasn't responding. 
When the Rec Center staff asked me to 
model for a "before" picture, I retired. 
Lately, my mind has been trying to con- 
vince my body to give physical fitness 
another try. This time it's pushing aerobics. 
Yeah, my male ego had a few things to 
say about this choice. "Aerobics! That 
dance stuff!? That's for girls. Forget it 
Let's go bowling instead, or to an arm- 
wrestling league. Anyplace that doesn't 
make you wear a leotard." 
I went over to the Rec Center a few weeks 
ago to give aerobics a try, and I have to 
admit, a a person is bound and determined 
to exercise, this isn't a bad way to do it It 
did take me awhile to get used to the 
format though. Seeing all these people 
dancing, I kept waiting for somebody to dim 
the lights and play the slow songs. 
There are a couple of advantages aero- 
bics has over other forms of exercise. For 
one thing, you get to hear music all the way 
throughf It, which is enjoyable, unless 
you're subjected to Barry Manilow's "At 
the Copa." Actually, the group leaders at 
the Rec Center turned out to have good 
taste, although they did lean on up-tempo 
songs like "Take on Me" that kept everyone 
j at a pace that would wear out Walter 
second advantage is the scenery. 
Now I admit that I sound like a lecher here, 
and you're probably picturing me filling a 
bucket with drool as I type this paragraph, 
but the fact is that I'd rather watch a gym 
full of women twist and bend than watch a 
bunch of metal weights slam against each 
other, which is what I got to observe during 
my weightlifting phase. 
Before you conclude that all I did during 
my workout was prepare for the ogling 
competition in the 'W Olympics, realize that 
I wasn't competent enough at aerobics to 
have my eyes fixed for long periods of time 
on anything but my feet. I'm the kind of 
person who has to say "left, right, left, 
right" out loud in order to be sure to move 
the correct limb. Although I was hopelessly 
lost most of the time. I did manage, after 
about 30 minutes, to clap in the right places 
and to shout "Whooo!" with everybody else 
at the end of each routine. 
Except for half a dozen guys who were 
working on their pulse rate by watching the 
women from the sidelines, there were very 
few males on hand. My guess is that for 
most men, an activity isn't really exercise 
unless it involves knocking something over. 
This is unfortunate. The abundance of 
smiles convinced me that the women work- 
ing out were enjoying themselves. And after 
years of the agony of long distance running 
and weight lifting, fitness-conscious males 
could stand to have some fun, too. 
As for me, the debate between mind and 
body goes on. My mind wants to give 
aerobics another try. But my body keeps 
taking me to the TV set, waiting for that 
Trim Trak commercial. 
Hergert, a teaching fellow in English from 
Slayton, Minn., is a columnist for the News. 
Boredom hits only those who let it 
ANP HOW L0N6 W6R£ WU WWWPfW PRU666P W 
MiikmReirwmmiTmwftttm? 
Letters 
by Caroline Langer  
This University could be seen 
as a resort that features learn- 
ing. Even so. many of my 
friends complain about good old 
"Boring Green." 
"The bars just aren't fun any- 
more ... classes are a drag... 
there is nothing to do here, it's 
soooooo boring,   they whine. 
Sorry for my lack of sympa- 
thy, but I think only those who 
passively sit back and allow 
themselves to be bored will be. 
With a little extra effort and an 
open mind, these four years 
could be far from dull. 
But whenever I mention this, 
people say I am approaching 
Classified a mockery 
The BG News recently ran a 
classified ad which read as fol- 
lows (with the addressee's name 
omitted to protect the innocent 
from further mockery): 
Thank you for the fantastic 
meal at Berries and many more 
in the future. Let this be a lesson 
to you ... never leave your 
coupons in the cafeteria. - Find- 
ers Keepers. 
P.S. Are you, by any chance, a 
freshman? 
Okay BG News, where is your 
sense of responsibility toward 
protecting fellow humans from 
criminal acts such as theft? 
Also, where is your sense of 
responsibility toward protecting 
people from ridicule? 
Suppose I left my bicycle 
parked unlocked at the library 
and returned to my apartment 
after an afternoon of studying 
only to realize that I had left my 
bike on campus. Does that give 
anybody the right to illegally 
take my property and perma- 
nently keep it for his benefit in 
order to teach me a lesson on the 
stupidity of committing the hu- 
man error known as torgetful- 
s? So can we agree that the 
author of that personal ad is in 
the wrong and has committed a 
theft by taking and keeping 
something that be knows be- 
longs to a specific person? 
Why couldn't the BG News 
have helped apprehend the 
"Finders Keepers?" If "Mr. 
Finder" had gone through nor- 
mal procedures in submitting 
the ad, the News would have had 
his name and all other informa- 
tion about him necessary in or- 
der to have turned this matter 
over to the authorities. 
Why did you print that ad? I 
don't give an ounce of frog's 
breath if "Mr. Finder" did pay 
Cto run the ad. Nobody really 
rfited from it, but one person 
was ridiculed by it 
So, you gained a little money 
from "Mr. Finder" when he 
paid you to print his ad. Why 
don't you now forfeit a little 
space and print an apology to a 
particular student for your in- 
sensiUvity? 
And, to "Mr. Finder." 
"Do unto others as you would 
have mem do unto you," Luke 
6:31. 
Steven R. Evans 
OCMBflf7t 
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Sentences cruel 
The Oct. 31 story entitled 
"Two men sentenced," gave de- 
tails of (lie sentencing of Stephen 
Sears and Wayne Anthony for 
elicit sexual activity in the Uni- 
versity Hall restrooms. Seven 
days in jail, 20 days of work 
release (respectively), and two 
years probation in our opinion, 
constitutes cruel and unusual 
punishment. 
In our society, we are assured 
by the Eighth Amendment to 
the Constitution that punish- 
ments will be meted out by our 
Judiciary which fit the offense. 
In this situation, however, this 
was not the case. Offenders in 
felony cases such as heroin traf- 
ficking and aggravated assault 
have received similar sentences 
to those of Sears and Anthony. 
Two years probation and jail 
time is more congruent with 
serious offenses that threaten 
life and property. 
Correctly, public sexual activ- 
ity is against the law - we don't 
condone it However, tea room 
sexual behavior and public sex- 
ual behavior may be better dealt 
with through a more appropri- 
ate sentence. Sears and Anthony 
may have already been 
ished in their social 
through stigma, public I 
tion. and ostracism. In addition 
to the social sanctions, a more 
fitting sentence would have been 
some form of public service 
which matches their academic 
and/or practical qualifications. 
The actual sentences reflect 
the homophobic and biased 
treatment of defendants who 
failed to commit a less emotion- 
ally charged offense. 
school with the wrong attitude. 
Any extra effort is too much for 
the many students who are not 
willing to take one step more 
than they have to. I believe the 
sayings go something like "just 
give me that degree and that 
high paying job!'r and "Why do 
more than you have to do to get 
through?" and, of course, "I'd 
ratter get drunk." 
One way to avoid those long, 
dull, empty hours where there is 
nothing to do but mope is to "get 
involved" with this campus. 
Once again, this is seen by many 
as an awful lot of unnecessary 
extra work. By "getting in- 
volved," a student would have to 
contribute some precious free 
time to this or that project or 
organization, and maybe even 
attend University - sponsored 
events. 
A good percent of everthing 
that goes on here is the result of 
students rolling up their sleeves 
and turning good Ideas into real- 
ity. The University Activities 
Organization and Undergrad- 
uate Student Government, just 
to name two out of the many, 
accomplish what they do be- 
cause some students are willing 
to give a little extra time and 
effort to help organizations 
reach their goals. 
What do students gain from all 
this extra work? Well, there are 
bragging rights "look what I 
didF and the obvious extra tid- 
bit to put on the resume. Not to 
mention the experience that can 
be gained from organizing a 
project or working in a group to 
get a plan off the ground. The 
only difference between two Job 
applicants with the same degree 
and grade point is often the 
experience they gained outside 
of the classroom. 
Instead of complaining that 
there is nothing to do here, just 
open any Green Sheet and pick 
any of the possible interesting, 
usually free scheduled events. 
Every week there are opportuni- 
ties for students to bear speak- 
ers, watch plays, attend 
sporting events, work out at the 
Rec Center or take in a concert. 
Tired of the same old drunken 
debauchery? Why not try some- 
thing new. even something - 
gasp - cultural? Last year, I 
practically had to bee and plead 
to find someone willing to ac- 
company me to see the Ohio 
Ballet at Kobacker Hall, which 
was free for students. It was a 
memorable performance, but if 
it had not been, the only invest- 
ment I made was a little bit of 
time (I still hit the parties and 
the bars afterward). 
Many students do take advan- 
tage of what the University of- 
fers, but more ought to. Though 
the Homecoming snake dance 
was about 7000 short of breaking 
the world record, those 1069 who 
did attend seemed to have had 
fun. 
Sure, I am only a sophomore, 
all this is still new and exciting 
to me. Maybe this attitude wifi 
wear off and I will become disil- 
lusioned and also begin calling 
my dear old alma mater "Bor- 
ing Green," but until then, there 
is never a dull moment. 
hanger, a sophomore journa- 
lism major from Worthington, 
Ohio, is a staff reporter tor the 
News. 
Falcons to celebrate 
75th anniversary Sun. 
oi scamps to dive reception 
BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed 
Teaching 
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Bloodmobile rolls into BG 
by Jared O. Wodley 
reporter 
It's not just the donors but 
the volunteers that make the 
Bloodmobile's University 
stop so successful, according 
to Tom Klsselle, the opera- 
tion's campus coordinator. 
University students and 
staff again will have an op- 
portunity to donate blood or 
volunteer their time Nov. 11- 
15 from 9 a.m. to 2:45 p.m. in 
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom. 
The drive is one of three 
yearly visits sponsored by the 
American Red Cross. 
With the 60 students, volun- 
teers and staff working each 
day, Kisselle said, many 
times there has been a blood 
drive where more than 1,000 
pints of blood have been col- 
lected. 
He said he would like to see 
that repeated. 
Northwest Ohio uses about 
55,000 pints of blood yearly to 
satiaify a regular quota, he 
said. The blood collected at 
the University is shipped to 
the main chapter in Toledo 
where it is processed and 
distibuted to other Northwest 
Ohio hospitals. 
STUDENT NURSES at the 
University, the regular 
American Red Cross staff 
and other volunteers help Kis- 
selle with the operation. Be- 
sides setting the patients' 
medical background, volun- 
teer student nurses also take 
temperatures and blood. The 
American Red Cross volun- 
teers to work in the recovery 
room and to supervise the 
other workers. 
Several churches, sorori- 
ties and organizations pro- 
vide food for the donors after 
they give blood, he said. 
Judy Goris, the Red Cross 
blood coordinator for the 
campus and the city, helps 
organize the protect with Kis- 
selle. Goris has been involved 
in the Red Cross for 13 years. 
She said she became involved 
with the Red Cross project 
due to a family crisis. 
"My father-in-law needed 
many pints of blood because 
he was ill. After he recovered, 
some of the people there 
asked me if I wanted to join, 
and I accepted." Goris said. 
The bloodmobile will return 
to campus in February and 
April. 
Commuters driven by advantages 
by Susan McDonald 
reporter 
Although on-campus students 
may consider adjusting to the 
social and academic atmo- 
sphere of school one of the hard- 
est parts of attending school 
away from home, this adjust- 
ment takes on a completely new 
meaning for more than half of 
the University's enrollment, the 
commuter students. 
Hazel Smith, director of the 
Off-Campus Student Center, de- 
fined a commuter student as any 
graduate, undergraduate or 
non-traditional student who 
lives outside University-owned 
housing. Of the 51 percent enroll- 
ment of commuters, half of 
them drive from more than 10 
miles away. 
Smith said one of the major 
reasons students commute is the 
residence halls were only set up 
to accommodate 8,000 of the 16,- 
000 University students. 
Another reason students com- 
mute is they like the freedom of 
choice an apartment gives 
them. 
Parents' attitudes toward al- 
lowing students to have more 
freedom have changed in the 
1960s, she said. "Parents are not 
nearly so prone to say 'What I 
say goes,' * which was a preva- 
lent notion in the 1950s, '60s, and 
70s, she said. 
SMITH SAID financial rea- 
sons were not a primary reason 
for commuting since students 
are not saving money because of 
the transportation costs. 
Paula McCurdy, junior fi- 
nance major who has commuted 
to the University for the past 
three years from Weston, Ohio, 
said, I think it's made me a 
little more responsible." 
She said having to drive ev- 
eryday to classes made it less 
likely that she would intention- 
ally miss a class because of the 
effort she took to get here. 
She said she also found com- 
muting to be an advantage for 
studying at home. "I think it 
might be easier to study at home 
since it is easier to change your 
environment than in a dorm." 
Shelen DeWitt, junior radio- 
television-rum major and also a 
commuter from Weston, said 
she likes to go home to get away 
from the pressures of classes, to 
have home-cooked meals ana to 
enjoy her privacy. 
Smith said the center serves 
as the "best peer advising place 
in the world, since experienced 
students often help the newer 
ones with classes and teachers. 
"We are trying to do for 8,000 
students here what the resi- 
dence halls are doing for the 
campus," Smith said. 
When It's gotta be pizza it's got to be 
subs and salads, too. According to a BGSU 
preference survey, students prefer Pizza to ham- 
burgers. According to National Restaurant Asso- 
ciation tests. Pizza is the better nutritional value. 
The BG News survey (5/85) rated Plsanello's Pizza 
the BEST in Bowling Green. Give us a chance to 
create a meal or a snack for you. 
S $2 OFF j $1 OFF 8 50* OFF 
Any large 16" pizza 
with TWO or mors items 
■ rJrKOSSOl     ONf COUPON Pf» mil 
lJIZXUoP!N«Pm 
352-5166 
VOTED BEST PIZZA IN BG. 
Any medium 13" pizza 
with TWO or more items 
rBtoMkn' oNic'S* 
'-TZxo nptN 4 pm rOP€  
352-5166 
D«llv*fy 
OUPON Pf» PI!I» 
I I 
I 
I 
Any small 10" pizza 
or large sub 
l-TZZO OP(N 4 om 
352-5166 
Fr#* 0*Mv«ru 
ON! COUPON Pte Pi/JO 
& 
VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.G VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.G. 
CHUCKLES 
Stop in at The New ChUCKlBS 
and have a real chuckle. For the 
latest and greatest in cards, 
gifts and T-shirts — stop at 
Chuckles 
>************•** ************** 
Student Rec Center 
75* Guest Pass 
329 E. Wooster 
(Next to Klnko.) 
352-6281 
in celebration of B.G.S.U. 
75th Anniversary 
offer good Sunday, Nov. 10 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
********************************** 
University Bookstore 
will be closed 
Monday, November 11 
in observance of 
Veteran's Day 
ATTENTI SENIORS 
^ 
**-* 
% 
X\ 
Appointment sign-ups taken now! 9 a.m. - 5 p.m, 
Photo sittings Nov. 4-15, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Call The KEY at 372-8086 for appt. or stop by 28  West Hall. 
» 
Schedule early I Don't be left out of this special Diamond Anniversary collector's issue. 
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banks on communication 
by Wendy Bridget 
reporter 
BG New*/ Joe Phelan 
Bruce Bailey, a Bank One president, speaks to an economics class. 
Mansfield and Ravenna be- 
fore getting his current posi- 
tion. Although a member of 
the OBA for over 20 years, 
this is Bailey's first year as 
an adviser for the program, 
of which he must complete 
three years of active service. 
The OBA is a trade associa- 
tion which has represented 
commercial banks through- 
out Ohio for many years. In 
order to develop a better pub- 
lic understanding of the in- 
dustry, the Ohio Banking 
Advisor Program began in 
1982. It was the first state 
banking   association   pro- 
Communication is an im- 
portant link between the state 
banking industry and the pub- 
lic, according to the president 
of Bank One in Akron. 
Bruce Bailey was in Bowl- 
ing Green yesterday as a part 
of the Ohio Banker's Associa- 
tion (OBA) Banking Advisor 
Program. 
Bailey, having banked with 
Bank One Corp. for 26 years, 
supervised the branch system 
in Columbus and was the 
president of affiliate banks in 
gram. 
BAILEY SAID that it is an 
efficient public relations tool 
for the Ohio Banking Indus- 
The state program was 
shaped from the American 
Bankers Association Banking 
Advisor Program, which vis- 
its about 125 of the nation's 
largest cities each year. How- 
ever, the OBA version of the 
adviser program is designed 
with different intentions. 
"The 10 to 12 advisers cho- 
sen annually are interested in 
visiting small cities and 
towns which are not as apt to 
receive the information flow 
concerning banking as the 
larger cities are. Bailey 
said. 
The advisers are Ohio Bank 
senior executives and are 
trained on how to effectively 
communicate with the public 
and news media. The current 
topics of interest are "A Ban- 
ker's View of the National 
and Regional Economics" 
and "The Impact of Bank 
Deregulation.'' 
Before traveling to a city to 
speak, the advisers are 
briefed on key banking issues 
of concern to each commu- 
nity. 
BAILEY SAID, "As 
spokespersons, we are re- 
sponsible for responding to 
local interests and relating 
them to the primary themes. 
Our job is to aid in improving 
the public understanding of 
banking and in strengthening 
the banking industry 
relationship within the com- 
munity. We do this primarily 
by stating the role of banking 
in today's economy." 
Bailey's visitation was ar- 
ranged by the OBA and con- 
sisted of a full day of events. 
His schedule included a 
breakfast meeting with area 
hnnirino nffHalu, interviews 
withWBGU-TV and local 
newspapers, a Kiwanis Club 
meeting held at the Bowling 
Green Country Club and a 
reception by the Chamber of 
Commerce. In the afternoon, 
he spoke to two economic 
classes at the University. 
Elmer Lotshaw, processor 
of the economic classes that 
Bailey addressed, said the 
information had national and 
personal relevance to stu- 
dents. 
"As a result of the Banking 
Act of I960 under Reagan's 
Administration of Economic 
Policies, there is a revolution 
in the financial industry," 
Lotshaw said. "Banks, which 
have operated on an inter- 
state basis, will eventually 
operate nationwide. This de- 
regulation will have a big 
impact on local banks - on 
their structure and competi- 
tion between them. "He added 
that "tremendous changes in 
the economy have great ef- 
fects on the students." 
Dateline 
Friday, Nov. 8 
Economics Colloquium Series 
- James Fackler, department of 
economics, University of Ken- 
tucky, will discuss "Forecasting 
with the Bayeslan Kalman Fit 
ter," from 1-2:30 p.m. in 107 
Hanna. Open to all. 
Visiting Writers Series -Mi- 
chael Mortone, author of "Alive 
and Dead in Indiana," will read 
from his fiction. Sponsored by 
the Creative Writing Program 
and University Student Activ- 
ities. Free and open to all. 1:30- 
3:30 p.m., Faculty Lounge, 
Union. 
New Music Festival Event - 
The Sixth Annual New Music 
Festival opens at 10:30 a.m. in 
Bryan Recital Hall of the Moore 
Musical Arts Center. Additional 
concerts will begin at 2:30 p.m. 
and 4 p.m. Admission to all 
events is free. 
Concert - The Percussion 
Group Cincinnati appears at the 
BGSU New Music Festival in an 
8 p.m. concert in Kobacker Hall 
ofthe BGSU Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Admission is free. 
Campos Movies - "Vertigo" 
will be shown at 7:30 and 9:45 
and "High Anxiety" will be 
Police 
• Continued from page 1. 
ation," Ash said. 
"We set the procedures and 
the ground work," Ash said. 
"We set the trend and it filters 
down. If we disagreed a lot I 
think it would filter all the way 
down." 
Bess said the departments 
hold an annual program with the 
two forces to outline and clarify 
shown at Midnight. Both movies 
are in 210 Math Science. 
Saturday, Nov. 9 
New Mask Festival - Will 
continue throughout the day. 
Call 372-2181 for schedule of 
events. 
MondayrNov. 11 
Film - "Shadows of Forgotten 
Ancestors," one of the most col- 
orful and unorthodox films ever 
made in the Soviet Union, will be 
shown at 8 p.m. in the Gish Film 
Theater. Subtitles in English. 
Admission is free. 
Concert - "An Evening with 
Windham Hill" will be pre- 
sented at 8 p.m. in Kobacker 
Hall of the Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Tickets, $7 and $9 each, 
can be purchased at the center 
box office between 10:30 a.m.- 
2:30 p.m. weekdays, or can be 
reserved by calling 372-8171. Re- 
duced ticket rates are available 
to students. 
Dateline, a daily service of the 
News, lists dates and times of 
campus events. Submissions by 
all organizations are welcome 
and must be turned in typed and 
double-spaced one week prior to 
the event. 
proceedures to avoid confusion 
in the field. 
"This is so when an emer- 
gency occurs we can rely on 
each other through established 
procedures," Bess said. 
"It isn't really a mutual admi- 
ration society, but it is a mutual 
aid society,'' be said. "It's im- 
portant to keep the bridge there 
and keep repairing the cracks." 
STUDENT 
EXCHANGE 
•   • 
-BOOK AND ELECTRONICS SALE- 
* New books 25% off 
* All electronics 20% off 
Includes: Texas Instruments, Sharp and Hewett-Packard Calculators 
Sony, Sharp, and Panasonic Walkmans 
Thousands of paperback trade books 
from 40-60X off 
This sale includes all backstock titles 
located in our upstairs trade section 
*  Textbook sales not Included 
-UPSTAIRS • DOWNSTAIRS BOOK SALE!- 
353-7732 530 E. Wooster 
(by the tracks) 
Friday and Saturday 
November 8th and 9th 
SUCCESS MINDED? 
You'll fit in with us! 
Gain valuable sales experience while in college and you'll 
be one step ahead of your competition when you enter the 
job market. 
 THE BG NEWS  
is now accepting applications for 
ADVERTISING SALES REPRESENTATIVES 
for positions starting spring semester 1985 
—COMMISSION PAID— 
Applications available: 214 West Hall 
Deadline: November 15, 1985 
TRUTH 
When the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization was 
formed in 1949, it was fann- 
ed for one reaaon. To atop 
Soviet aggreaaion in Europe. 
It has clone ao. 
The past 35 yean of peace 
have been one ofthe longest 
periods of European peace 
in recorded history. 
NATO. 
Ma»Mk iris 
I Puff's ■ 
"  Pizza  " 
$3. 95 
Large 
2 Item 
Pizza 
we deliver I 
I352-1596J ■440 E. Court ■ 
"We BakcmBmlmhdaJ^ 
DEXTER'S BOWLING QREEN 
510 EAST WOOSTER STREET 
352-4497 
352-9814 
FREE DELIVERY AVAILABLE 
STORE HOURS: (Starting Aug 25 19851 
Sun -Thurs 10AM-1AM 
Fri.-Sal. 10AM-3AM 
DELIVERY 11-2,4-CLOSE 
Subs — 20 Varieties • Chili • Salads FAST • FREE DELIVERY 
vm*s&<v 
Vl SUPER SUB 
+ 
CHILI 
OR 
SALAD 
$219 
Good All Day 
LMt two par cuatomar. Not 
vatd with any othar coupons. 
Good at pamapatlng locadona 
through 12/15/85 
(MSaXONLY) 
^SHfflpv 
Vl SUB, FRIES 
AND MEDIUM DRINK 
s2 25 
(Doas not Include Oupar. 
Staak. Chtckan or Club Sub) 
R  Baal, Hal. Sausaga. 
AH-ltallan and IIOIHI 
ADO .It* 
Good All Day 
Una) two par cuatomar.  Not 
va»d with any othar coupons 
Good at participating locaaona 
trough 12/15/85 
•MSBEONLY) 
V2STEAK SUB 
+ 
CHILI 
OR 
SALAD 
$2 69 
Good Al Day 
LMt two par ouMomar. Not 
vatd wati any othar coupons 
Good at partOpaOng locaaona 
(rough 12/16/85 
(MMOEONLV) 
*&m<v 
SUPER SUB 
AND 
MEDIUM DRINK 
$2 99 
Urn* two par ouakmar. Not 
vatd with any othar coupons. 
Good at participating location, 
trough 12/16/86 
(MMDI ONLY) 
FREE 
32 OZ. PEPSI 
with a 2 sub 
delivery order 
LMt two par cuatomar Not 
void wtti any othar coupona. 
Good at partctpaang tocaaona 
through 12/16/86 
(OCUVERY ONLY) 
««SHSeV 
50« OFF! 
Any of our 
delicious 
20 subs 
LMt two par cuatomar. Not 
vaM wtti any othar coupona 
Good at participating locattona 
trough 12/16786 
-—-.»' "N r 
Happy birthday, BGSU 
Funding sought 
$12.5 million in donations needed 
by Don Lac 
staff reporter 
Rick Pethoud BG News/Alex Horvath 
Fanfare will be music to his ears 
by Ellen Zlmmerli 
ati't managing editor 
Rick Pethoud Is awaiting about a two- 
minute period in this weekend's 75th Anni- 
versary celebration. He will be listening for 
the fanfare, which the 27-year-old graduate 
student composed. 
"I feel lucky," Pethoud said. "Composers 
don't always have the opportunity to hear 
their stuff right away." 
But Pethoud, music performance and 
composition major, will have that opportu- 
nity as the winner of the competition spon- 
sored by Pro Musica to compose the fanfare 
for the 75th Anniversary. 
Pro Musica received about five entries 
for the competition, according to Charles 
Lakofsky, president of the organization and 
professor emeritus of art. 
"The idea came up last year," he said. 
"We were thinking about doing something 
to mark the 79th Anniversary and the idea 
came ep with the fanfare." 
He said the competition was announced at 
the end of spring semester, giving en- 
trants all summer to work on it The $500 for 
the winner was raised through donations 
from the members, many of which are 
Bowling Green residents or non-music fac- 
ulty. 
"I THINK it's very nice because it goes to 
someone who deserves it," Lakofsky said. 
"It's a nice pat on the back for them." 
Pethoud, who has composed "off and on" 
since 1975, said the piece, did not take him 
long to write. 
"In this piece, the end came to me and I 
developed the rest from that," he said. 
The composition originated from five 
basic notes, Pethoud said, adding that he 
altered and mixed these notes until he was 
satisfied with the piece. 
"The original conception was for a brass 
quintet," be said. "After they awarded their 
e, part of the rules was to score it for a 
! brass ensemble and percussion." 
e reworking of the composition from a 
piece that was to be player] by five brass 
Instruments to one that would be played 
with many more instruments took longer to 
create than the original composition, Pe- 
thoud said. 
Pethoud began his graduate work as a 
performance major, but said he was en- 
couraged to seek a dual degree and entered 
music composition last May. 
"Up to this point I've studied works more 
than I've composed them," he said. "But I 
think a good musician should be able to 
adapt. That includes performing, compos- 
ing, conducting and teaching." 
PETHOUD, WHO does not conduct now, 
said he would not want to rule out that 
possibility for later. 
Although he won *500 in the competition, 
Pethoud said the inspiration for composing 
does not come from any awards or prestige. 
"I don't think that is necessary," Pethoud 
said. "It's nice, but that's not why I com- 
pose." 
He is currently composing another piece 
for himself and for class. Although be 
doesn't have any plans to publish the com- 
position, he added, "If there's a competi- 
tion, then of course I would enter it" 
Sunday's convocation in Anderson Arena will kick off much more 
than the University's 75th year. That day, the 75th Anniversary 
Fund will be officially opened. 
The fund, which has a goal of raising $12.5 million by June 30,1987, 
is the University's first major effort in soliciting donations from 
private individuals and corporations, said Robert Ludwig, Univer- 
sity trustee and member of the fund's National Advisory Committee. 
Private support is becoming more important to state-supported 
universities now that government support is being reduced, Ludwig 
said. 
For example, Ohio State University is trying to raise more than 
$300 million from private donations, be said. 
About 40 percent of the fund's goal has been reached since the 
University began soliciting pledges July 1, 1964, said Dwight 
Burlingame, vice president of University Relations. The rest of the 
money fund will be solicited mainly from alumni, friends of the 
University and major private corporations, Burlingame said. 
PART OF the money already In the fund is a grant by Harold 
McMaster, chairman of Glasstech. Inc., of Perrysburg, for the 
establishment of the McMaster Institute at the University. 
The Institute will serve to promote communication between 
scientists and industrialists to deal with the problems of running 
scientific industries. The amount of McMaster's gift will not be 
disclosed, according to his wishes, said Everett Piper, interim 
director of development. 
Burlingame said money from the fund will be allocated as follows, 
once the goal is reached: 
•Ongoing annual protects such as academics, administrative 
programs, athletics, student loans, scholarships and WBGU-TV - $5 
• Special projects and equipment for classrooms, libraries and 
communication - $2 million. 
• Endowments for professorships, faculty development and en- 
richment, scholarships and ongoing operations - $3.5 million. 
• Research centers and institutes - $2 million. 
The committee is headed by Charles Perry, a 1959 graduate of the 
University and keynote speaker at Sunday's con vocation. Also on the 
committee are McMaster, University President Paul Olscamp, the 
Board of Trustees, the Board of Directors for the BGSU Foundation, 
Inc., and the alumni association board of trustees. 
75th celebration slated 
The following is the schedule 
of events for the 75th Anniver- 
sary Convocation, Sunday, Nov. 
10, In Anderson Arena: 
1 p.m.: Faculty gathers for 
procession at Business Adminis- 
tration Building. 
2 p.m.: Faculty procession to 
Anderson Arena for beginning of 
convocation. 
Program for the rest of the 
convocation is as follows: 
• Welcome address by Mearl 
Guthrie, Jr., convocation 
marshal. 
• Fanfare for the 75th Convo- 
cation. 
• The National Anthem. 
• Reading of a joint House/Se- 
nate Resolution honoring the 
University by the 116th General 
Assembly of Ohio, by Rep. Rob- 
ert Brown (R-Perrysburg). 
• Remarks by University 
President Paul Olscamp, Mayor 
Bruce Bellard and others. 
• Keynote Address. 
• Presentations by campus 
choruses. 
• Singing of the Alma Mater. 
Alumnus to address fest 
Speaker cites people as University's greatest asset 
by Nancy Boatwtck 
staff reporter 
Until Charles Perry speaks to 
his audience at Sunday's convo- 
cation, hell be the only person to 
have heard his address. 
After four drafts, much revis- 
ing and editing, the University 
alumnus and partner of Jack 
Nicklaus it Associates has spent 
the last two months preparing 
bis speech titled "Bowling 
Green State University's Great- 
est Asset - Its People/' 
But so far be has been his only 
audience, not even using Ins 
family to practice. 
"I wonl bore my wife twice 
with it" he said. 
Perry said be has read his 
speech over several times to 
make sure that it wont be too 
long. The speech should last 20 
to 25 minutes, he said 
"If it runs any longer than that 
I will have failed to edit it as 
thoroughly as I wanted," he 
said. 
Perry, of Norm Palm Beach, 
Fla., was 
chosen by the 
Convocation 
Committee 
this summer 
to give the 
address. He 
was notified 
of the deci- 
sion around 
the end of 
July, he said. 
'1 WAS very honored to be 
asked. I think the University is a 
fabulous institution, primarily 
its people. Bowling Green has 
always had great people," he 
said. 
A native of West Virginia. 
Perry received both B.A. and 
B.S. degrees from the Univer- 
sity in ISM. He earned his double 
Perry 
degree in 3% years by going to 
summer school and by carrying 
heavy course loads, he said. 
While working as an admis- 
sions counselor at the Univer- 
sity, he earned a master's 
degree in 1965. He went on to 
earn a Ph.C. (Certificate of Phi- 
losophy) from the University of 
Michigan in 1972. 
He received an honorary de- 
gree as Doctor of Humane Let- 
ters from the University in 1970, 
and another from Bethune Cook- 
man College as Doctor of Laws 
in 1969. 
During the years following his 
graduation from the University 
he held numerous positions on 
campus, including director of 
admissions and director of de- 
velopment/assistant to the pres- 
ident at Bowling Green. 
In 1969, Perry was founding 
president of Florida Interna- 
tional University in Miami. 
Academics was theme of 50th 
by Julie Fauble 
•tiff reporter 
In I960, the University cele- 
brated its 50th Anniversary with 
the theme "Education Our Chal- 
lenge - Excellence Our Goal." 
John Davidson, a former pro- 
fessor of marketing who works 
part-time in the treasurer's of- 
fice, was the executive secre- 
tary of the 50th Anniversary 
Celebration Committee and is on 
the 75th Anniversary Commit- 
tee. 
In selecting the theme, the 
steering committee of 1960 tried 
to come up with a philosophy 
about anniversaries. They had 
to decide whether the cele- 
bration would be a nostalgic 
reflection, a celebration for cele- 
bration's sake or publicity. They 
decided that it ought to nave an 
academic theme. 
In accordance with the theme, 
the steering committee brought 
scholars from the top of their 
fields and William Douglas, then 
associate jus- 
tice of the 
U.S. Su- 
preme Court, 
for five aca- 
demic sym- 
p oslurns 
sponsored by 
various de- 
partments. 
Davidson 
said that the 
symposiums were an inspiration 
to many of the faculty and it 
helped mem to set their sights 
"A LOT of the credit for what 
BGSU is today goes to what 
happened in that year of cele- 
bration/7 he said. 
Davidson said the anniversary 
celebrations are significant be- 
cause they give people a chance 
to reflect on their past 
"Too often we take things for 
granted without stopping long 
enough to appreciate what the 
past has done for us," be said. 
He said that the campus 
should look back and recognize 
the people who created the Uni- 
Student's anniversary logo 
displayed across campus 
by Beth Thomas 
reporter 
Davidson 
"This grew from woods and a 
dream into what it is in 1985," he 
said. "What we have today is a 
legacy, a product left by the 
people whose names now grace 
Davidson said this anniver- 
sary is a wonderful event for 
rtudfiiti and faculty to partici- 
pate In because most are not 
going to be around for the 100th. 
"Now is the time to enjoy the 
recollections of the past and the 
thrill of pressing on to the fu- 
ture," he said. 
Carla Strawman entered 
the University's 75th 
Anniversary logo contest last 
year because she 
figured, "Why not?" The 
senior graphic design major 
had no idea that her design 
would be chosen over 52 other 
entries, and wasn't prepared 
to see it all over campus this 
fall. 
"It didn't sink in until I saw 
it in the grass in front of the 
Rec Center," she said. 
The design, which won her 
a $250 prize, can be seen all 
over campus. It appears on 
all Food Service cups and 
napkins, University 
stationary, notebooks, 
keyebains, mugs, posters, 
The BG News masthead, 
University parking stickers 
and even under the ice in the 
Ice Arena and on the 50-yard 
line in Doyt L. Perry 
Stadium 
STRAWMAN SAD) that she 
designed the logo last 
September after reading an 
M in the paper announcing 
the contest She had taken one 
design class, and thought it 
might be fun to try it She was 
forced to submit her very 
first attempt when she 
learned that the deadline was 
sooner than she had thought 
Her design is relatively 
simple, the number 75 with 
the words "Bowling Green 
State University, 1810-1965" 
in it. She said that she felt it 
gald "the main things'' while 
still keeping it easy to read. 
OnTBoutelle, director of 
University public relations, 
said Strawman's design was 
chosen because the 75th 
Anniversary Committee liked 
the "style, lines, and 
simplicity5'of it. Carla Strawman BG New./ Jot Phrian 
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Falcon icers host Clarkson 
by Tom Skemivitz 
sports reporter 
After four weeks of feeding on 
league foes, Bowling Green's 
hockey team hosts Clarkson 
University in its first intersec- 
tional action of the season this 
weekend. 
The series opens tonight in the 
Ice Arena ana concludes tomor- 
row night Both games start at 
7:30. 
The Falcons are ranked sixth 
in the nation in the WMEB- 
CHSB Media Poll with a 6-2 
record. But all eight games have 
come against Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association teams. 
BG coach Jerry York said 
victories over Clarkson, a mem- 
ber of the Eastern College Ath- 
letic Conference, are needed if 
the Falcons hope to up their 
ranking in the polls. 
"They (Clarkson) rank right up there with 
Michigan and Ohio State. They are the 
same caliber team. We have an extreme 
amount of respect for Clarkson." 
-Jerry York, BG hockey coach 
"I can't stress enough how 
important this series is to us," 
York said. "It will affect us on 
the national scale and it is al- 
ways important to represent the 
CCHA well." 
THE GOLDEN Knights sport 
an 0-1, but the Potsdam, KY., 
based school is a much better 
team then its record indicates. 
Last year, Clarkson edged the 
Falcons twice in Lake Placid by 
scores of 5-3 and 5-4 in overtime. 
The Golden Knights finished the 
•84-85 year with a 21-10-2 mark 
while BG finished at 21-21. 
Oarfcson's loss came in its 
home opener against last year's 
MIDNITE SHOW 
[jpfe ■INEMA1&2 
HOLDOUT FOR MAD 
THIS IS HIS GBtAIESI ADVlNTUtt 
MEL GIBSON. 
MAD MAX ELU 
THURSDAY STUDENT NIQHT 
WITH VALID ID* 
ONLY (2.00 
ON ELM STREET 2 
FREDDYS REVENGE 
2nd 
* 
■I 
AT 7:30*9:15 
EVE. - ADULTS $3.50 
WED. STUDENT NIQHT 
ONLY $2.00  
AUAJWINSCOKBENCTUK 
Roaanna Arquette 
Cheech n Chong-Terl Qarr 
at 7:30 It 9:18 (5) 
NCAA division HI champion, 
Rochester Institute of Technol- 
ogy. The Golden Knights took 
RIP into overtime before falling 
York, who coached Clarkson 
for seven years, said his former 
team could give the Falcons 
their toughest test of the young 
season. 
"They (Clarkson) rank right 
up there with Michigan and Ohio 
State. They are the same caliber 
team," York said."We have an 
extreme amount of respect for 
Clarkson." 
Last week, Ohio State re- 
ceived no respect from the Fal- 
con icers. BG's blitzkrieg 
offense exploded for 16 goals in 
the home-and-home sweep of the 
Buckeyes. 
Scoring goals has become sec- 
ond nature for the Falcons this 
season. BG leads the CCHA in 
goals scored with 51. The Fal- 
cons have notched a league- 
leading 22 goals on the power 
die the Falcons have 
clicked with a man advantage, 
they've proved equally danger- 
ous shorthanded. 
BG leads the CCHA in short- 
handed goals with five. The Fal- 
cons' penalty-killing unit has 
surrendered just 14 goals in 60 
situations. 
But even when both teams are 
playing at full strength, the Fal- 
cons keep enemy goalies shut- 
tering. 
A huge chunk of the offense 
has come from the line of Jamie 
Wansbrough, Paul Ysebaert and 
Clarke Pineo. 
Wansbrough, a senior, won 
last week's CCHA Player of the 
Week honor after scoring eight 
points against the Buckeyes. 
The three goal, five assist per- 
formance also moved him Into 
the league lead in scoring with 
21 points. 
The right wing stayed well on 
pace of breaking BG's career 
goal-scoring record of 118 set by 
Mike Baruey. Wansbrough's 
eight goals this season bolstered 
his career total to 102 and moved 
him into a tie for fifth place on 
the Falcon all-time list. 
Ysebaert, last year's CCHA 
Rookie of the Year, leads the 
CCHA in assists with 15 and is 
third in points with 18. 
York said the trio, which has 
scored 14 goals and 45 of the 
team's 126 points, is a first-class 
blend of talent. 
"Pineo is a strong fore- 
checker, Ysebaert is a real fine 
playmaker and Wansbrough is 
an excellent goal-scorer," York 
said. "They fit very well to- 
gether." 
Gary Kruzich will play in goal 
tonight. In his first game since 
breaking a bone in his hand, the 
junior recorded 35 saves against 
the Buckeyes last Saturday. 
r 
Applications for 
THE BG NEWSJ 
STAFF POSITIONS 
including staff editors, reporters, 
copy editors and photographers 
are now being accepted for Spring 
Semester 1986. 
Applications available from Patricia Ritter, 
Editor, 210 West Hall. 
Deadline: Tues., November 26,5 p.m. 
An Evening with Windham Hill 
presenting: Michael Hedges, Darol Anger, 
Mike Marshall and Liz Story 
with special guest guitarist, John Jorganson 
Monday, Nov. II, 1985, 8 p.m. 
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center 
Reserved Seating Only 
'5,7 for students with valid I.D. 
n*\ 
k 
7, '9 for general public 
All tickets go oo sole Monday, Oct. 21, 1985 at Kobacker Hall only 
Co-sponsored by: University Activities Organization, Groduate Student 
Senate, Student Activities Office, Women for Women, and WBGU-FM 
CLARKSON VS. BOWLING OREEN 
WHEN: Fri. & Sat. Nov. 8 & 9. 7:30 p.m. 
WHERE: Bowling Green Ice Arena 
BOWLING GREEN: 
Nickname: Falcons 
1984 record: 21-21, 1715 In the CCHA (fourth) 
1985 record: 6-2. 6-2 In the CCHA (second) 
National Ranking: sixth 
Head coach: Jerry York, seventh year (145-96-12) 
Returning lettermen: 15 (fwd-10; def.-4; goal   1.) 
Last Weekend: BG swept a two-game series from Ohio 
State 9-5. 7-4. 
Players to watch: Jamie Wansbrough (RW), the Ail-Amer- 
ican candidate leads the CCHA in points and was named 
CCHA player of the week last week for his eight-point 
effort in the two-game sweep of OSXi; Paul Ysebaert 
(C), Last year's CCHA rookie of the year ranks first in 
the CCHA in assists and third in points; Gary Kruzich (G), 
after missing three games with a broken hand, the 
goalie made a triumphant return Saturday against the 
Buckeyes by stopping 35 shots in BG's 7-4 win. Kruzich is 
4-1 and posts a 3.60 goals against average. 
CLARKSON: 
Nickname: Golden Knights 
1984 record: 21-10-2, 15-6 In the Eastern College 
Athletic Conference (third) 
1985 record: 01, 01 In the ECAC 
National Ranking: none 
Head coach: Cap Raeder, first year (0-1-0) 
Returning letterman: 15 
Players to watch: Charlie Meitner (RW), scored 18 goals 
for the Golden Knights in 1984. Meitner was also last 
year's leading scorer among returning players with 41 
points; Luciano Borsato (C), the sophomore tallied 15 
goals and 32 points In his rookie season: Jamie Falle (G), 
Clarkson's veteran goalie owns a career 3.04 GAA. 
Series record: BG 8-7 
Last meeting: CU won 5-4 in overtime Nov.4 1985 
Miami still alive 
in MAC title race 
OXFORD (AP) - It's do or die 
for the Miami Redskins. 
If the Redskins hope to win the 
Mid-American Conference title, 
they must beat Kent State to- 
morrow and whip Eastern Mich- 
igan next weekend. 
Miami (5-1-1 in the MAC and 5- 
2-1 overall) also needs a boat- 
load of help against MAC-lead- 
ing Bowling Green. The 
Falcons, taking tomorrow off 
this week while resting on their 
records of 7-0 and M, must also 
lose both of their two remaining 
games against Toledo and Ohio 
That last Miami hope is a 
particularly tall order, since the 
Rockets and Bobcats have a 
combined record of 3-13. 
MIAMI'S FOE this week, Kent 
State, is 2-3 and 3-5 on the year, 
while Eastern stands 3-3 and 4-4. 
A Dayton newspaper has re- 
ported that it is possibile the 
Cherry or Independence bowls 
may still be interested in Miami 
if it wins its final two games. 
The No.l reason behind the 
Flashes' offensive resurgence is 
quarterback Steve Poth, who 
stands second in the MAC in 
passing efficiency. He has com- 
pleted 57 of 100 passes with three 
interceptions and three touch- 
downs. 
One need not look far for the 
keys to the Miami attack. Tail- 
back George Swam leads the 
conference in rushing and is 
seventh in the country with a' 
114.4-yard per game average. 
In other games around the 
conference this weekend, Cen- 
tral Michigan is at Toledo, East- 
ern Michigan hosts Northern 
Illinois, Western Michigan visits 
Ohio U. and Ball State travels to 
Indiana State. 
************************ 
Kappa Kappa Gamma  | 
would like to congratulate the        J 
New Members of Order of Omega: 
Jill Baucum 
Connie Deivecchio 
LJzSelby 
Jenny Booth 
Beth Perry 
Jill Zemka 
We Are Proud Of You! 
************************ 
ALL EDUCATION MAJORS 
PLANNING TO STUDENT TEACH 
FALL SEMESTER, 1986 
OR 
SPRING SEMESTER, 1987 
You are required to attend 
a sign-up and information meeting: 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13,1985 
COMMUNITY SUITE, UNIVERSITY UNION 
MEETINGS AT: 8:30,9:30,10:30,11:30 a.m. 
1:30,2:30,3:30,4:30 p.m. 
ATTEND ONE MEETING ATTEND ONE MEETING ATTEND ONE MEETING 
B.G. DRIVE-THRU 
» Why Walk Through  ^j 
when you can Drive Through? 
Slice & Diet Slice 2 Litre 
Cains 1 Iber 
Balreich's l iber 
Doritos 1 Iber 
Coke Classic 8 Pk. 
$1.09 
$1.79 
$1.89 
$2.19 
$1.79 
+ Tax + Deposit 
Rolling Rock Kegs       Little King kegs 
"Bowling Greens only Drive Through" 
780 S. College   352-9851 
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BG's reacts to NIU's exit 
Here are some local opin- 
ions about Northern Illinois 
University's decision to leave 
the Mid-American Confer- 
ence. 
Steve Sautt - sports infor- 
mation director: "It (NIU 
dropping out) gets rid of the 
longest ride In the MAC. I 
bated when we had to travel 
there (DeKalb, 111.) for 
Wednesday night basketball 
games, we wouldn't get back 
until 6 a.m. 
Fran Voll - women's bas- 
ketball coach: "I feel that 
every university has their 
own Derogative to do what 
they want with their own ath- 
letic departments. I don't 
know what will happen with 
the scheduling next year, but 
I think welT be in a good 
position to fill the two games. 
But they   (NIU)   obviously 
have an idea of the destiny of 
their athletic program." 
Gall Daveaport - soitball 
coach: "Not sure why they 
left but I don't think it will 
hurt the conference. We can 
still be a strong nine-team 
conference, but u we were a 
small conference of only four 
or five teams, It might have 
hurt Financially, we won't 
have to make that trip." 
Carole Huston - associate 
athletic director: "Anytime 
you have a relationship with a 
school for 10 years, you are 
going to miss them. We cer- 
tainly wish them well." 
Kevin McHugh - assistant 
athletic director: "Well miss 
them, but each school has to 
do what's best for them. I 
hope it works out for them." 
coach: "I don't think that 
anything like that Is good for 
the conference with all the 
negative publicity. Hopefully, 
it la good for them. They have 
a good program. Just a couple 
of years ago they were 
champs. I wish they'd stay in 
the league." 
Jala Wessert - men's bas- 
ketball coach: "I was sur- 
prised. I don't think they 
could get in a league that is as 
strong academically and ath- 
leticall as the MAC. I hope it 
is the best thing for them to 
do." 
Denlse Vaa De Walk - vol- 
leyball coach: "I was expect- 
ing it, I've been in contact 
with (NIU's coach) regarding 
the whole issue. Vofieybaff 
wise, we're losing one of the 
better teams in the conier- 
Denny   Stolx   -   football      ence. 
Miami: 'mark's' final game 
by Ron Fritz 
sports reporter 
Senior co-captains Mark Jack- 
son and Drew Dawson will be 
playing their final collegiate 
soccer game tomorrow at 2 pjn. 
against Miami University and 
coach Gary Palmisano is hoping 
the rest of his Falcons will rally 
for the elder statesmen. 
"I think you're going to see 
Mark and Drew play exception- 
ally well," Palmisano said. "If 
anybody on the team has trouble 
swallowing our 4-10-4 record, it 
is Mark and Drew. This is it for 
them. If our guys don't play for 
themselves, they should play for 
the seniors." 
The Redskins, who bring a 13- 
J-l record to Mickey Cocnrane 
Field, are led by forward Kevin 
Rappel who has 17 goals and five 
assists for 39 points. Midfielder 
The Board of Student Publications 
is now accepting applications for 
EDITOR 
of 
THE BG NEWS 
for 
Spring Semester 1986 
Applications available at 214 West Hall. 
Deadline: Tues., November 26,5 p.m. 
Urge Deluxe Pizza $7.95 
$11 value 
352-3551 we deliver 
——1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
352-3551 
.— — J 
% 
WANTED: 
Jim Whelan Bob lelstm Todd Messenger 
Mark McOurk BickBamlt Eric 
Monte Sargent Tony lajmulskl Pat Shalala 
Ducky Fuzz Patrick Harris "Dog"                                      | 
Bikes Grain, Eler "spicoiii" 
Matt Bundling Jamie Lewis "Jab"                                o 
Eambo Todd"The Pro" Evans ToddBawley 
John Blacktan Tom Bkarilnsky Chad                                 \ 
Denny Doren jett Phillips "Alpha S Dream Boy" (linnyl 
Steve Trepanler IntEnflDonEr ■""""■■■■ir" John 
Steuart Fish Sodd Andrews Dale Monln 
Steve Holmes Dan McFarland Dan Easinskl 
Mr. Ed Brendan Flaherty Paul Schweitzer 
BichanlT Brant Betz lay Mlckley 
Bobby Brady lien Sprung DanCahill 
Jeff Carpenter Tippy BQberth Eric Box                             8 
Chad Gaizutis laetaPari MlkeWorstell 
Dave Cramer Jlmlarlovec Dave Byrnes 
I'M "Bpanky" Alex Bardey 
Mark Elliot Kerry Smith Karl Boldsword 
Tony Presas Jim McVeigh Steve Bocda 
Hick Atkinson lobby Bob Mateljan 
HEX Borowicz Bobby Watt "loc" 
Joe Waeeem Mike Bayer Bobby laird 
Chris Brooks Dave Cohen John Janssens 
Tad Brubaker Km Scott Buff 
Ion Mainous Chflie Bob Chapman 
irad Ban- Perwah Quick 
Tom Sleghman KenXenBakos 
Mike Thompson Steve Slet 
iC^y 
tout BregMehan 
"Candyman" lick lelman 
Steve IhodN Curt Beltkamp 
"Wild Bill" 
\y^/SA «JAH-^»^ 
^ItsHto 
^-~-^^     ^^5>s*M ■*        Alpha l\ Jailbreak 
• 
November 9,1986 
Ron Deser has 10 goals and six 
assists for 26 points. 
MU also has two outstanding 
netminders In Eric Whitnable 
and Bruce Stahl. Whitnable has 
a 8-1-1 record and a 0.96 goals 
against average. Stahl is 5-1 
with a 1.00 goals against aver- 
age. 
"YOU HAVE to give Miami 
and coach Bobby Kramer a lot 
of credit," Palmisano said. 
"Three years ago they dropped 
soccer. Teams they may have 
beaten in a close game last year, 
they are beating convincingly 
this season." 
The Falcons, who are coming 
off a M win over Central Michi- 
San   Wednesday,   are   led  by 
ackson, who has 14 goals and 
two assists for 30 points. 
Junior goalkeeper Terry Gin- 
ley, who shut out the Chippewas 
after not seeing action for the 
Cat six weeks, is expected to be 
the nets against the Redskins. 
Ginley raised his record to 2-2-1 
with the win. 
Palmisano said he may make 
some more changes against MU. 
"I wouldn't be surprised if you 
see some more changes," he 
said. "We may not neccesarily 
have our most talented and 
skilled people on the field. We'll 
put the lineup on the field that 
we think wuT get the job done 
and win the game." 
Despite MU's good overall re- 
cord, Palmisano said a win over 
BG would be the icing on the 
cake for the Redskins. 
"Well make their season if we 
don't come out and play well, 
and we let them beat us,' Palm- 
isano said. "We could be their 
best game of the season. I think 
the teams matchup well and it is 
going to be a very good game." 
Howard's club H 
* VOTED BEST BAR IN B.G. * 
MIKE KATON 
and the 
WILD A'S 
Friday, Saturday 
November 8. 9 
210 N. MAIN NO COVER 
Includes: Air, 3 Night Hoed, Rental Car 
• Round trip air to Orlando • Hotel accommodations for 3 
nights (hotel taxes not included) • American International 
economy car rental for three 24-hour periods • Florida 
FunBook • Air taxes 
TAMPA/CLEARWATER 
MIAMI/FT. LAUDERDALE 
$284 
Includes: Air, ) Night Hotel, Rental Car 
• Round trip air to Tampa • Hotel accommodations for 
first 2 nights (hotel taxes not included) • Use of an 
American International economy car rental for 7 24-hour 
periods. Car does not include: state/local taxes, gas and 
collision damage waiver. • Florida FunBook • Air taxes 
from OHIO, Canton/Akron, 
Cincinnati, Dayton, Toledo 
Call AAA TRAVEL AQENCY Today 
352-5276 
ASK FOR 
FUNWAUi 
IDAYS. INC 
® TRAVEL AQENCY 
414 E. Wooator St  • Bowing Green. OH 43402 
Ph. 362-5276 
TA0083 
We make travel easier. For everybody. 
Classifieds BG News/November 8, INS 8 
rsovernbat6, 1968 
CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS 
AAUW BOOKSALE November 9. 9-6. TrWy 
Unaed Medic oat Church, 200 N Surnrrel. 
Tin noon, ixiokbooka. etc  cheepl 
I KEY I 
tliM    MOM. NOV. 11. • BUS. 
TOWNE ROOM OF IWaON 
FilAMATrjHOI  
Attention N.M.LHJL Memoen 
Fold Trip to n FBaig Mom* m reipoieon 
I oo-nTnMri^ 6:16 SHARP1 See you there' 
••'nuNciM.MQirr.Anoc. 
Measng Wad. Nov 6  Speaker IBA  BA 114 
7 30 pm. 
MH Sudan* Group. Shabtal Servloee. 
Friday evening. 6 00 pm, m me Faculty Lounge 
ol the Student Union. CM Bruce rtofttor tor 
■dotranton. 364-6420. Paychopgy D«pl 
• • • ■O.S.E.A Invaas EVERYONE' • • 
-A Tests ol My" sporsored by mar Socsl 
Committee Monday. Nov 11. 7 30-9 m 114 
BA "•ft Tutoto wa ba stissliaiu on ma 
rjfterencee balwaan MM and Arrsrtoan Edu 
canon Coal: 50- pai person tor pop and pan 
Pan African Eitonagana! 
Now. 6. 6:00 p.m. A Urn on Sou!" Africa 
Panal dNcuaaton 
Nov   9.  630  pm  African  Ohnar.   Guest 
apaaMf   Ol.   Ytkubu  Saaha   Topic:  Unaad 
Naaors t tErnergent African Seatos: Hopa or 
• PM BETA LAMBDA" 
Goran) Aeeerroty Meeting 
November 11 M 7 30-9 pm 
Alumni fen.. 3id«. Union 
Cpan to the pubec 
REMINDER Them an exeeeent STUDENT 
TEACHING opportunHaa a aMiH ti ma F.e- 
landa CoSsge araa. me Loraln County area, and 
ma Oraak» CLEVELAND araa (aaal and WHI 
suburbs) For mora kwumaxtton, ask tor Dr 
Mary Joyce Lurar at Student Teacher Sign-Up 
Day. 11/13/66. in ma Student Union.  
STUDENT CmOAWZATTONS 
LEADERSe? WOFaXSHOF 
Wedneaday. November 20 
9301030am 
Campus Room. Union 
Dr RonPasn 
"Crsoave Problam Solving" 
The "TAKE BACK THE NKWT" 
Planning Committee 
will meat lor a final lime 
i, No.. 11, KM p.m., 116 Educ Bldg. 
• •-WK A TTW FOB TWO TO NY' 
Sponaored by Financial Management Aaaoc. or 
Mgmt On aHe M week 9 30-4 30 In BA Lobby 
Wiain lar Worain wW preaent a »C-n-mile 
"Women, Take Back the Najhtl" 
tseadey, Nov. 11, 7:60 p-m., in Edna. Wde, 
WOMEN M COMMUNfrCATIONS, INC. 
Mandatory General Meeting at 7 30 pm   m 
Odd Lounge of Founders Interested and new 
members are welcome.     
NSE. l*$E-.-NStL..NS£! 
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE INFORMA 
TON SESSIONS WILL BE HELD ON TUES.. 
NOV. 10 AT t-.SO AM. AND WED., NOV. 11 AT 
IIX) PM. 211 AOMM. F YOU CANT MAKE 
EITHER MEETING. COME TO THE OFFICE OR 
CALL AT YOUR CONVENIENCE (2-8202) 
r*»E_h»E...NSE...N8EI 
LOST AND FOUND 
Found: 3 Mm of clothing at OBenedelto a 
over ma last two weeks. Cat to identity 
362-4663  
LOST: PERRY ELLIS LONG. DENIM JACKET 
el Sundance (upstairs) Tuoa. Nov 6. RE- 
WARD. Please csJ Mtohole at 352-3555 
LOST: NCAA Gold Women's Beeketbal Welch. 
vUrrty of McOonak) Quad. REWARD Vary 
reportenl PLEASE return to Kim 2-8292 
LOST:   Coupon   Book   #132958    It  found, 
PLEASE eel Enc 2-3594  
RIDES 
ROE AVALABLE TO BOONE. 
NORTH CAROLINA 
DEPARTURE THURS . NOV  14 
RETURN SUNDAY, NOV. 17 
PLEASE CALL USA AT 352-7234 
Do you commute on 1-75 from Toledo or north 
of Toledo? It so I'm interested m sharing the 
ride i expenses Gal Kim [3)3) 243-6499 
SERVICES OFFERED 
PREGNANT?   CONCERNS?   Free   pregency 
leal    Detective   Into    Cat   NOW.    354 
HOPEI4673)   Hours   M. Th   12-8 pm.; T, W 
10-2 p.m., Sal. 12-2 p.m  
Ran! an Album Doesr a Dey plua Dep 
Green Tambourine Clough St E ol Main 
BuySMLtoedAlxeTs3-10Mon thru Fn 
Proleeaona) secretarial services 
Typing done rjroleealonoty 
666-6946 Bowing Green 
Wl do typing 
Cat Linda 
354-2218 
PERSONALS 
Alex Borowtcz 
Only one day unsl me BIG night Wei have a 
bast Get ready to party" 
Your Alpha XI OMa 
Alpha CM Pledges: 
We thk* you're great- keep up the good 
enrkl 
Love, Your Alpha CM Shasta 
ALPHA XI JAABREAK OATE 
RrC GERSTENBERGER 
THE PARTY OF ALL PARTIES IS AMOST 
HERE 
YOU'LL BE SENT TO DOWNTOWN TO CON- 
SUME SOME BEER 
OFF M A BUS YOU'LL BE CARRIED AWAY. 
YOU WONT BE COMING HOME UNTIL THE 
NEXT DAY 
YOUR DATE B SO EXCITED FOR PICTURES 
AND DANCING TOO. 
YOU  WaX  BE MY  HOSTAGE. RAMBO.   I 
LOVEYOUI 
SWEET PEA 
Amy McFsnand-Amy McLean-Miches Nenes 
Corigratusaora on being seleclerj lor Order ol 
Omega Ware so proud of you1! 
Love. 
Your Dee Gee Senas 
ANGEL. 
WE WANT OUR BOS - NOW" 
I   TflliiniaWllFHIrtJSDQES  
Ckidnrsa' Weekend Is Nov 15end16 WewB 
be leaving me Union Friday tentatively at 6:30 
am. Contact Vines Conani lor more derails 
LONG TB4E NO SEE - SHORT TIME FOR 
YOU AND ME - ARE YOU REALLY HERE? WE 
CAN CELEBRATE M PERSON HAPPY 
SWEETEST DAY. HAPPY BIRTHDAY. AND 
HAPPY 5 YEARS TODAY THANKS FOR 
BEMG HERE I MSS THE 008 — LDOO- 
SAQM 
I LOVE YOU, DONNA  
Chrte Brooks 
It's going to ba greetl 
Jaatadayassay 
The 
la 
■ wM l» wad end fun 
No need to leer 
Bel reedy for dancing. 
And drinking too. 
Teat Alpha XI Dale 
Attention Jamie Lewta 
Oet 
aad 
The eytnktoa) » dancing 
the whole night wM lest. 
on'l belong. 
h en Atone XI Dale 
l can you go wrong ? I 
Your Alpha XI Date 
l each a osaght to be so doae to you en. 
at wausd Kappa be without the beet 11? 
Love You, 
ATTENTION MEN OF BQSU: 
Are you on the wemed 
Mtor Alphe XI 
'»»??? 
ATTENTION PHI OELT DATES: 
A warrant la out for your erreet. 
a rsght at pa with only the beat. 
Youl begin M Downtown M 7:30 or so. 
bul who Is your date you went to know 
Drhk a tew bean and soon you we) aaa, 
(usl axaclty who your date wB be. 
Arrive sr Fremont s title after nine. 
to Hnd your data leang oh so fme 
Wei be rjendn and partying al night long, 
Alpha Xi's and PN Does Wet can't go wrong" 
 Get excited' Love, the Alpha XI s 
Atterson Sigma Chi Deles 
The erne has corns tor Jaabreek '86. 
you're wanted men — dead or save 
Be at Downtown at 7 30 or so, 
Ba ready to party, be ready to go. 
At 9 o'clock youl find your date. 
So, get psyched 'cause we can't wart1 
Low, Your Alpha XI Petes 
GOLDEN KEY DEADLINE: NOV. IS 
SEND YOUR APPLICATION NOW! 
BEER BLAST!!' 
NOV 9 6-12 N E COMMONS 
GAMMA PHI'FUI 
BLuTO— 
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR SAE INITIA- 
TION. I MUST SAY, THIS CALL* tor "power 
peanuts" AND peach margartta.l???! 
Love ye, 
Lett 
Bob. 
Barter get that stereo warmed up now — those 
roadtnppers the Toddeter and Psutcephue from 
OSU are expecting us lo throw mam a wad 
Hank (and Audrey) party — Let's show 'em how 
«s dona In BO I 
Love, Angle  
Bobby C. lor to » Bobby Bad?) 
Can yoa guess who your dele Is for JeHbrest 
'ti? Gel ready tor a area) time Saturday 
Alpha XI DaNa Jed Break 
re finally here. 
Get psyched for "XI" beet 
time of the year' 
This week: hin, Slue 
Hawaiian! and ma. 
n»an again next wee* al 
Turkey Shoot all 
OaoaaWho? 
ax*OMFIELD BUOOIES: 
I LOVE YOU ALLIII 
PAMMY 
BROTHERS OF PI KAPPA PHI 
PUSH. Week was a success because of your 
dedication to make It a succoaa You have 
proven that there la no other philanthropy 
corhparapla to our own Because of thai pride 
and rlsrtiralton wa have raised more money 
man we have aver ratoed In the peat and we 
readied our goal I cannot mar* you enough for 
making PUSH Week enjoyebls and success 
tul 
T.SL 
Special Thanks to  Soon Weber, Jaa Bends. 
Stove Kanto. end Susie Van Curen  
•Business Cereer Search Seminar' 
ry. November 13 (9:30-4:30 PM) 
STUDENT UNION 
CALLING ALL CARS" 
Rev-up your engines 
and osl psyched lor the 
GAMMA PHUFUI ROAD RALLY' 
corning Nov. 91 
CARNATIONS 12 85 DOZEN 
CASH-N- CARRY 
Gregory Scotto - Floral Cvlglnels 
616 E Wooetor 
362-6146 
CHAD QAeUITtS: 
ALPHA XI DATE PARTY WILL SCON BE HERE 
GET SET FOR LOTS OF FUN. DANCING AND 
BEERI 
I HAVE THE KEY TO UNLOCK THE r#3HT 
WHEN YOU ARRIVE IN BLACK AND WHITE! 
I CANT WAIT1 
LOVE. YOUR ALPHA XI DATE! (777)  
•KELLY INMAN- 
Thanks lor showing ma the ropea! Here's to 
good trnee wan Gamma Phil You are a lefflnc 
CreacantESg 
Loots of Love, Roxame 
Concert t-ehtts and toroeye Reeeoneole 
prtoaa. Free rjatosa. Coemce Intarnatlonal. Box 
43066.31 Louis, MO 63143  
(XINORATULATIONS to Daen Brough, the 
winner al the October 31 Drawing held at the 
Utavaraay Bcokatora tor a FVenze 12-apaed 
Cengrstuletains Megheai 
chsssn Ksppa Kappa Qai as Pledge ol the 
I know things haven't t 
M tor fM Islety. Just 
"real" friends In the world 
yes a toll EepscisHy me. 
Weakl Yoat Kappa spam ta araell 
Cunpalaaisaiii to AHA Members 
MMtoMasaV 
Execufrve mambera are rearSne Rinee and Tom 
Boater Wan honorable mention: Jim McCrave 
and SherB Mader Mambera are JB Campbel 
and Dave Bouteaa With lux able mention 
Anna Chanekaa. BO Altsladt. Tracy Herder and 
OragPoruaak  
going the greet- 
you have 
arho care about 
Loveya, 
    na 
We hoard rugby  ptoyara meka  bslar ceH 
aaatoal We'll  see?l!  OM  paychod  tor the 
Alpha XI Delta JeHbreekl 
 OueaaWno?  
SMMA ALPHA EPSK.ON 
BED RACES 
 4D0TODAY  
Daks and ZBTs 
Looking forward to the evening's leetMeee' 
Love, the Phi Mus 
DONNA DIFORE 
CONGRATS ON YOUR GAMMA PHl-FUl LA 
VAUEP4NQ TO MATT. CHARLIE WILL BE 
PROUD. CHRB! 
 LOVE YA' THE ANGELS 
DrunkkY. "U" CynrJ, Nancy, Kna, Bam. Ruthle. 
end to al the others. Thanks so much for 
ratping me out You guys ere GREAT" 
Love You. Laura 
Gala and Guys Pant Sale 
Gas) 260 Pat, S5 00-$ 18 95 
Most % price or lose 
Guys Lee S Levl Courduroya $9 96-S16 96 
 Jeers N Things 531 Ridge  
OET YOUR ENGINES READYII 
for the GAMMA PHI/FIJI 
MAD RALLYIII 
GOLDEN KEY DEADLINE: NOV. IS 
BEND YOUR APPLICATION NOWI 
OSNA JALOVEC 
B'S hard to believe you're 26 — waan'l H enty 
yoetoidoy you wore playing with the Tkty 
Sowl Mail? What??? Happy Birthday!! Wa 
love you Deet Flaill 
P Rho Love and ours, 
aris-ook and the Iteah prop  
(K)IBENHEARTS: 
Oat oat your auMen lotion t beech bale and 
gat psyched tor tonight's data party—'cat 
as a. know "LHo'a A Booch"lll  
Good luck Alphe Dell Bed Race 
teem — we know you're number one! 
 Love. Your Alpha Pat Setters  
Gregg Uncktmulder. 
Beet ol luck with the "Crucible" tonight Breek a 
tog! Wei bo welching' 
The Brothers of Starts Pta Epaaon  
Hay Donna. Ufe'e s beach and your blond ht*. 
Okie eyed mcuntain Is looking forward to Friday 
taght, "Crslg"  
Hey. Theta Cms rev up thoee 
engines snd gal reedy to dreg 
Wei meet on the amp and be 
off by ma wave of a Bag 
Your Gamma Phi PI crow to 
behind you ol the way 
And wanes you the Deet ol luck si the Gamma 
PN Beta/Fe Road Raty Saturday 
Love. Dtohn. Roxarme. Donna 
SIGMA ALPHA EPSK.ON 
BED RACES 
 4^9 TODAY  
HtKEB 
I'm the Alpha XI lhal holds 
the key, 
Whan Saturday comes you'll have 
to and aaal 
That Mght wM be the beet 
Be make earn yoa gat Una ol reetl 
Get peyched to heve tots of fun, 
I being with you will be 
el 
Love, your Alpha XI Date. 
What do 
You taw 
and hendcufta 
have In common? 
Wa'B al ba M Alpha XI Delta 
Get peychedll 
Laaa, your data 
JEF, 
I'M   LOOKING   FORWARD   TO   ANOTHER 
GREAT WEEKEND' GOOD LUCK MONDAY' 
YOU'LL DO GREAT 
DIANA   -   PS.    DONT   FORGET   YOUR 
laDlaWRSTOMPERS' 
JdGoertner 
Happy 20th  Bfrthday to our levodto party 
buddy'We love you' 
Eaan Stacev Pen 
I'm aa lhal you're my Alpha XI date! Oat 
slinns' lor Jonbreefc—  N's going  ta be 
sraatt 
 An stuuoue Atone XH  
<^M^Ms^^ysf^^^n^^\ VsSonHurt 
UHPTS GONj/rnJ,  NHXt. 
ON HXK. /PtflCHtc,. 6 rtWNG 
tWLIfr'V* LtTTlt   rfitTV 
?\F0R  MHI'VtCaV 
FRtENDS 
JOE WASSEM la your rams. 
Jasbreet wB ba your game. 
Get psyched for e wed snd 
Maumil 
I have ma key ao dont put 
upaHght. 
Drtrvung, partying, and lota 
otfun- 
We won't quit ■ the night 
adonel 
Gat peyched! Love, your Alpha XI Date 
John Janaeena 
Ysu've been cheeen ae my dale, 
you and I. It awet ba tele... 
An Alpha XI Data Party once again 
This time toltorsaa, the party won't I 
Lota, yaw "XI" 
JON M THE FUN'! 
GAMMA PMVFUI 
L.S Poet Rely Party 
No Cover 
JUOI SCHUCHART - HAPPY 21et BIRTH 
DAY1 WEIL PARTY IT UP ROHT1 
WE LOVE YA TONS! 
MARY. NANCY » MICHELE 
'im In 
The Kappas are looking forward to an eve- 
atosolhail  
KAREN FRETTAQ 
You're the beet Dee Gee Utttel 
I LOVE YOUl 
Your #1 Bag 
Parnrny 
KM and Wendy Jo 
Wa sadly Intorm you ol the sudden tragic deeth 
of Paddy Murphy. Wo need your love and 
support 
Steve and Tan 
KSU-SAE'a 
KERRY SMITH 
From Daytona to the Hyatt 
we've anvaya had such a not 
And from PortakJe on lo Wlndaor 
Brake a are, not YET a lander' 
Those times were M ao much fun 
So Sas weekend, ate add another onol 
Xi Jaebreak wB ba GREAT 
I can't watt Love, your Otto  
KlrsssnA. 
Flying this year? Not « you know what's good 
lor you. The war could gat ugty because the 
shadow knows Ml 
LARRY BARNES 
Heaoween was greet' Thanks a lot 
BROTHER OF THE WEEK. NOVEMBER 1 
The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epaaon 
Leigh Ann. 
I cant lei you how happy I an mat I've gotten to 
know you You're such a specs! person to mo 
and rsaav know how to ba a greet friend 
Thanks lor everything, "brae ' Hang In thara, 
things wl work out reel aoon. I'm ao sxcited tor 
next eemoetor — roomie"' 
I love youl 
Laura 
You're rm ao exceed to have you aa my 
Love, Your Big 
USA SHANK, 
MEET ME IN THE UMON FOYER. MONDAY 
THE list AT B P.M SHAflPI  
LITTLE TRACY BERNARD- 
WELCOME TO THE FAMtLYI YOU MAKE A 
GREAT ADDITION' THE NEXT TIME WE GO 
OUT, WATCH WHAT YOU DROP ON THE 
KEG I LOVE MY LITTLE' 
PM MU LOVE AND MINE- 
'C^aW NANCY  
LYNN WETHERK.L 
•LOW IT OFFII TMNK 
YOU'RE WONDERFUll 
LOVE YOUl 
MARE AND RICK 
SORRY IT TOOK SO LONG- CONGRATS' 
LOVE. YOUR ROOMIES 
Marketing Reeearch  Seminar  auonaotfd by 
Woman m Communicators, trie a axnlng Nov 
18 ■ 7:30 pm m the Alurnni-Unlon.  
MARNEK/UFMAN 
Thanks lor M the support and love ma yearl I 
hope el your dreams come true1 You're the 
best rorjiree evert 
Love You! 
Pernmy 
happy 21st Birthdeyl Oat ready to party 
tontohtl You meen everything to mat I Laaa 
You with all my hoort. 
Yours srwsys, 
"-T 
MICHAEL McOATH 
I LOVE YOU" 
MkeBeyer- 
Thare'e only one mora day ■ ALPHA xi's 
JAILBREAK' I hope you're ready to have a wad 
partying tana! See ys ti Fnsmont iBrrgetto's 
Hornetownl) 
YOUR EXUBERENT DATE 
RAM laONASTRA 
We an SO exerted to heve you In our "WILD" 
temty PN Mu wB never be the aamal 
Al our love. 
Your Beg Oawna and Orand-Big Ann  
PawHomyafc 
The marrage « otP I just don't think I cen marry 
a guy aatt a monawk You can have your chub 
per back. Sorry lor the heartbreak. 
Your ex pinmete. 
Jars 
PER* AH Quick 
Yeu're mvtted to party 
Wkm the Xl'a-Who'a your data? 
Harm. You'll heve to welt and aaal 
Alpha XI JiBtrnIi, 
I aaal noRM 
XILual 
XO 
PaXIPUDOata 
THANKS FOR THE GREAT TIME ON MONOAY 
NIGHT. WE  REALLY  APPRECIATED YOUR 
ENTHUSIASM! HOPE TO PARTY WITH YOU 
AGAIN 
LOVE, THE AXO PLEDGES  
SK) MA ALPHA EPS* ON 
BED RACES 
4.-O0TOOAY  
P. CLUB: C.J. MAOOO, PJt 
Thenka lor Pa road-alp weekend 
Wndeor. Peachya bar. Oh Gee! 
Rerrsmber it wea tun?' Who wants a ogar? Me' 
Than to rjetroa. me Remaaence Cantor. 
Pictures baahroorrs. I* Arntaaaador. 
Who's gsttlng dUry drrtUng 3g Soore up? Whet 
avsawi 
Spanrtng (avowing) every penny, you guys 
ft a aval 
to my arpsne man. 
tor kwaboM. lantaay sand gakval 
SpaghstS. grapekull. cheeryetonea. 6; Ooeh 
who could aak tor moral 
I cant wan tor our next adventure! 
Love: WenduTQ __^ 
OOLOEN KEY DaTJuXlNC: NOV. 2S 
Bsaa»TQIJaAaaLICA'riONi»un»t 
WANTEO 
JM Bad Brmdtoy' OCPD 
to make s JaBBreak wth las tevortta Alpha Xi 
Your sentence has been eat and because 
of good behevkx you get - UFE (He He) 
Youl atari« uxarraown. where the wardens 
sake you lo s Jsetraaon unknown! 
There your Parole Otaoar? wa) be waJSng 
Blsl be ti charge the res. ol ta 
raght-aoOBEY 
Gat peyched tor "bread and water"' ma weak 
aid Wa) Turkey rani weak 
Love. Your Parole OMcar and Cat Mete 
ROAD RALLYIII 
OAMMA PHI/FIJI 
NOV. t TECH BUM. noo 
torwerd to a GREAT Urn. wHh you at 
Can't thk* of a better wey to top h 
oft than ah* a FREE lunch for ME the next 
day! 
Losayel 
 Tsar area Alpha XH  
MaTS, 
Evan though re the second time around. 
Kappa epa* wB knock you downl See you at I 
SAl's 
The Atone Chl's an eacHed to ahow every- 
one who  free the moat  span et the Bad 
Repeal 
SANOI- LOOKING FORWARD TO A OOOO 
Taat SATURDAY MOHT. 
ZBTDOUG 
a«XBBxaex 
Book a Elactranica Sale 
29 toSOH oft 
Upetoke a downatalra 
November a a 1 
Scott Huff 
Fmdksg as could ba tuft. 
Whan you do I'B unlock your cuff. 
Once you're free. you'H party with ■ 
XI, buL-Do yoa know h"e as? 
SKI EP PLEDGES 
The and a m sight, ao don't lose taVil 
When the ernes get tough. 
Sigma PN Epaaon shines through' 
The Brothers ol Signs PN Epaaon 
The Haakolin lee aaa Iota 
often. 
But Alpha XI ssaansat whi 
bathe one. 
Be pretested to do N up 
Love, Ansel 12 
To ray date. Stolen Skat 
Oet set for Saturday 
We'll have a riot. 
You a I - what a pair 
You'll shnys be my POOKef BEAR! 
Ok. ao now you've got e due. 
Can't salt lor Jotabreek 
 Loaa, yea know aha?  
Tad 
Oat peyched tor the Alpha XI Delta JaHbreek 
Date Pertyl We'll heve a tanUeao tlmel 
Yoawasiiaase  
ThariMgMng a X-Mas Come 
Jeans N Things 631 lodge St 
The Brothers et Sigma Alpha Epallon would 
Bke to hneay congratulate Jeff Phlltlpe on Ns 
laretisilng to Erin Treend. 
PM Alpha, Jeft 
Theta Chfa, 
The KD'a can't wan to Letsbists ma weekend 
waTi youl OM ready to party ma night aweyl 
The KD'a 
TOOO AND RHONDA 
HAPPY FOURTH AhfaVERSARY 
HAVE A GREAT WEEKEND! 
LOVE. KATHY. ANNA. JANICE. LORA AND 
LAURA  
TOM EVANS 
An Abha XI and a SAE 
What a gnat par. 
Nobody Mae on campus 
could even compare. 
So gal reedy lor the 
date party of the year. 
Causa Alpha X) Jaanreek la here!  
TOMBOSSLER 
YOU CO A TFJWFrC JOB ON THE HAUNTEO 
HOUSE! 
LOVE DOUBLE TROUBLE 
Tom Saaraneky, 
I know yoa and yoa know me, 
When Jaeareat comae you wM aaa. 
I head the key to unlock the night 
One nave dey aad wa'B perty N up rtghtl 
Loaa. 
JO? 
To My Bag Anne and My Grand Big Sue 
Even though I was etood-up tor punkar carving. 
I tea torn my Alpha Gam Famay You both an 
me beatl Lat'a do anch — today' 
AGO Love and Urm. 
Lf Mary Pledge 
Tony! 
Alpha XI Jaebreek a aanoat hen. 
We'n gorvs party and dance and 
lake, eome beer 
You 're sure to took cute at your 
back and white. 
ao kat naB and entoy me night. 
Just tad my number and abek wtth me. 
Case I'm me XI that can set you Iras 
OM peyched tor an exceeent Nghtl! 
Love. Your Alpha XI Date 
TO PHU MU'S TRACY, MARY ANNE. SARAH, 
MARY JANE, a DRUNKEN: 
YOUR ZBT DATES ARE LOOKING FORWARD 
TO A OOOO TIME eVsTWoOAV MOHT. 
TO SUSAN SCHEaWrtDLER 
I'M BO GLAD YOU'RE MY DEE OEE LITTLE 
AND THAT I FINALLY OOT TO TILL YOU 
WHO I WAS. OET EXCITED FOP) A GREAT 
YEAR! 
LOVE.TRICIA 
Unrvererty Bookstore 
wl ba dosed Monday, November 11 
In ooeervanoe m Veterans' Day 
WANTED 
Akjha XI Deaa JAJLeWEAK a here 
The summons a out, tha deacBone an deer 
Be M Downtown. 7:30 aharp 
tor ma a where the tun wB start 
A prSonei you shal soon become 
to an Abha X) — wen toss ol tunl 
A short bus ride It wB be 
■ lossy you meat your Alpha Ml  
WANTtO 
BRADLEY RKK1S BARP) 
l«XBPaT»K la here and yoa'n on ray BM 
Once In my poaaasslsn your tob wM as thie: 
IB 4 
T. sun the niaM oft right, bath's I vat begun 
For when aa return we'll ktok back end relax 
•ai asms al tenets* and s i 
Bo mad your tnssructJoas and fsttow them 
Sara 
Cases JAILBREAK le hen and I WANT YOUl 
Lav, Guess Who? 
Matt Ntoars Fade 
WANTED: DALE M0IB1I 
"WANTEO" That's rtabtl Deed m AJhs 
Oat aeyahad prtoonor tor Jaabreek  IS 
IliaanftH aad t ahsrtad sa that to me 
OrunkTOItyae.il 
I eeaton't have picked a I 
maw, I aatt I 
Loaa. Yost Aejas XI am mate 
WANTED: 
DUDES OF KAPPA SOMA- 
Chris. Tippy. Moras snd Mas 
We know you've long aweasd your tale 
to meet your habreek dates 
Al 7:30 youl meat « Drnvraown 
Where your oatoe wa not ba lound 
FVash mekegealaataayoucen. but 
,    donot fuss 
Because youl cruae 
And lockad up youl And us" 
0»lpayohad-YrMAa>s»tJa1aa 
WANTEO FOR » IIIBtll DATE PATY: 
TWO OOOO LOOKING AND FUN BAt'a 
FOUND: ALEX and PeCK 
WANTED: Jim Wheian 
■ XI Dana JaBataak la n 
I tar s greet tlmel I oan'l weltl 
lass. Ml 
P.B. Peal Worry — I promise I'll untock youl 
Wonted 
StG EP JAIL BREAK DATES 
Brendan. Scott » John 
Round and round the namea go. 
whoa your date? Nobody knows. 
Ths aweasd naa a sknoet hen. 
Your dares an peyched. ao don't fearl 
You bettor start thinking, and gat some net. 
tsceuee Saturday rate youl ba crush with Its 
BEST! 
Got Peyched. 
Your Alpha » Passe  
WANTED: SPANK Y 
Oar date Is set tor Saturday Night 
Atohe XI Jaabreek wt« be out ol sight 
Beget peyched - tor you know who I am 
An Alpha XI who wM show you so much tunl 
Lots. 
Carrie 
PA DON'T WORRY - I promise I'B untock 
m 
WANTED Ted Brubeket 
Saturday » sanoet hers 
The «me wel drink a tot ol beer 
On thai night youl be a sight 
M drssssd up m btock a wise 
Look tor my number and than youl aee 
I wB have the wemed key 
Signed. Your Atohe XI 
WENOYQAUL 
Heppy 20th Ekrthdey 
Noven  Boo  Boo.   Du  bat  rratrsn Lsbtnga 
Sctlwenhund 
 Love. JurJ 
In Con nlcettons.  Inc.  MANDA 
TORY meeting et 7 30 p m In Gold Lounge of 
rOUnOsNI   NfV fT*s»fTlOdKt 4W# aVHCOflM. 
SKJMA ALPHA EPSHON 
BED RACES 
4:00 TODAY 
GOVERNMENT HOMES from SI 
|U repair) Aao deanauent tax property Cal 1 
805-887-8000 Ext GH-984g lor Intormetlon 
LSAT • MCAT ■ GMAT ■ ORE 
NTE • CPA REVIEW NCLEX-RN 
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
NO. 1 N TEST PREPARATION 
(418) 536-3701 TOLEDO 
SOS OFF ALL 
POSTERS 
Gregory Scotto - Floral Originals 
SIS E. Wooeter 
352-6148 
L'OREAL SPECIAL EFFECTS - COLOR 
20* OFF THRU NOV 30 
GLEMBY-SALON AT UHLMAN'S 
  352-5615 
Karen JM Chriety 
It you ata sxst. ptoese cal ma 
(2-3056) Drew  
WANTED 
ment lor Spring Semester 
> eel 354 7559 
I needed to subtoeaa apart- 
Nended 1 female roommsta 
Close to campus. Big apartment 
Free heat a gee. 1S4-2S04. 
Wanted. Non-smoking female lor Spring 86 E 
Wooetor 354 1316 
Non-emoklng  mars  to subtoase  apt    Spring 
•Jsmaatai CM 364-0709 
2 lensiee needed spring semeator to rant 
aparlTsnt doae to cantpua Cal 363-9605 
Msle roommate needed Spring Semester. 1 BR 
Apt 353-8306 
FEMALE leOCaSMATE NEEDED TO SUB- 
LEASE 4 SPRING SEMESTER. $132/mo. 
FREE HEAT a GAS, MUCH PARTYUG 
SPACE PLASE CALL TERRI 353-3500 
Wanted: Two Female Roommatee tor Spring 
Term $100'momh. Second Street 362-8609 
ask for Down or Chris. 
WANTED 
OBU vs aaCHtGAN 
Tlcketa 
> cal 362-4874 
Fames roommate needed to sublease apt on 
E Marry Spring Somsotot CM 362-1671 
HELP WANTED 
GOVERNMENT JOBS. $16,040 - 
(59.230/yr Now hiring Cal 1-606-687 
6000 Ext   R-B849 tor current federN let 
WANT TO SPEND BPraNG IN CLEVELAHO? 
Organliatton seeks Soph, or Jr. ANY MA- 
JOR, for legel nssarch end Inquiry co-op. 
Paya IIKVasaa- CaB Co-op Othoa M461 
RESTAURANT HELP   Al positions CM Bob 1 
874 8461   Cslatsslsd raataurant si Wood 
County 
FOR SALE 
sax sax MX 
Book a electronics sale 
20 to MS Oft 
Upstairs a Dosnstalie 
Novembers >> 
Couch tor seS. EXCELLENT SHAPE Dark 
(untunes odor. S100. Cal after 6pm, 674- 
5836 
Toohta etaro oomponant caantli deck wth 
doDy end sort touch control $75 00 
CM 354-8452 
Attention Studenta' 
i snobs us to make our move to Florida 
i. apacst, prtoad fry the student, these 
asms tor sera: 
Stereo wan speakers aursarnp. srga daak wah 
gsaa top. Srge tow erurdy otto 10 yr coeac 
son of Naeonel Geooreptvc. surlceees. records. 
umbreaas. TV treye, conncoronet (exceesnt 
ccodsson) enegue barber crsk  353 7825 
65 Buk* Skylark - rune New bettery Fneoil 
raw with oaiii St50 or best oner Csf Bnan 
afar 6 p.m M 382-6233 
76 Passer B310. Eitatant oondaton 36 mpg 
New Bras, bettery. saerrstor, ate Frame needs 
work.  Al yours  tor  $600   Cat 362-6107 
ewrBnga. 
1 g?g Camera Bararstta 3SO-V8. power atoer 
tig brakea. windows 1 doortocka. AC. cruse. 
AaVFM aterso oaaaatte. 50.000 irssa. no nail, 
origrsl gal owner amca new Now ares 1 
bswaty Cal Caran after 6pm 334 4189 
FOR RENT 
2 bedroom apt. to subtoeaa etarang at the < 
of Nov. 1265/mo Phone 364 6366 
nuuinrate needed tor 2 bedroom tumsrsd 
snt (^ajd Joe f%amrrwiglon a 364-1601 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR SPHNG 
SEMESTER ON E. MERRY 
PLEASE CALL 363-5304 
Must Subtoeaa Urge Apt tor Spring eemoetor 
Vary raoa, own room, tree nsTnoarahlp to 
Clsrrywood Health Spa Cal ImmirJstM,! 
363-2604.  
MUST SUBLEASE MCE APT TO FEMALE 
FOR 6PRSNG SEMESTER 116/MTH a UTS. 
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS 362-6B43 
Six  room  carpeted apt   Close  to campus 
AvsastssNov  1   001362-6622 
THUR8TH MANOR APTS 
Has single room onVsmoas siasCIs tor apnng 
Vary doae to campus. 362-6436 
Room tor rant second serrsetor 432 N Mar 
Cal 352 1825 
(WML^ 
Scott Hamilton: A story on thin ice 
by Phillip B. Wilson 
staff reporter 
It wasn't supposed to end up 
like this. 
Hut's the way both Scott 
Hamilton, former world cham- 
pion figure skater, and Mike 
Steere, Toledo Blade feature 
writer, feel about a recent biog- 
raphy released Nov. 1. 
The book, entitled "Scott 
Hamilton, A Behind-the-Scenes 
Look at Life and Competitive 
Times of America's Favorite 
Figure Skater", was written by 
Steere after he toured with the 
Bowling Green native in 1981 
and 1982. 
If you buy a copy, for an 
expensive $17.95, you'll notice 
the small print at the bottom of 
the book's cover: "unauthorized 
i real reasons for this are 
still a mystery to Steere, who 
had the opportunity to have 
lunch with his former subject 
Wednesday in Toledo. The 1984 
Olympic Gold Medalist is in 
town with the Ice Capades show, 
which is appearing nightly at the 
Sports Arena and runs through 
Nov. 10. 
For Steere and Hamilton, 
their meeting was a renewal of a 
long-distance friendship that 
had been altered by the cham- 
pion's fame and fortune. 
"Basically, Mike and I went in 
on this project as buddies ... as 
something to do out of 
friendship" Hamilton said yes- 
terday while lounging at the 
Holiday Inn in Toledo. "My 
coach and Mike came up with a 
concept to do a book that would 
be beneficial to competitors 
down the road. A lot of it covers 
the psyche of the competitor." 
Steere, who was autographing 
"The agents, 
lawyers, editors 
and publishers kind 
of got in the way." 
— Scott Hamilton 
copies of the book at Toledo's 
Portside Newstand yesterday, 
said he interviewed Hamilton 
for at least an hour a day during 
the time be toured with him. 
"The book is based on just 
about a thousand pages of tran- 
scripts of tapes of Scott," he 
But when it came time to 
publish the book, something 
went wrong. 
"His representatives, I don't 
know if ft was his agents or 
lawyers,... his somebody tried 
to stop publication of the book 
for a year," Steere said. 
"We split as a business part- 
nership,'' he added slowly. rTm 
not sure why we really split." 
Hamilton blames the cor- 
porate "middle men" for the 
unauthorization. 
"The agents, lawyers, editors 
and publishers kind of got in the 
way of and delayed the book," 
he said. 
What originally was a good 
idea became drastically out- 
dated as Hamilton went on to 
win two more world 
championships and the Olympic 
GoldMedal. 
"A post Olvmpic book should 
cover the Olympics," he said. 
"The bulk of this book is 1981" 
Hamilton confessed he hasn't 
read the entire biography yet, 
but plans a more complete novel 
in the future. He has a friend 
who is a sportswriter for Sports 
Illustrated that will probably 
write the story, he said. 
As far as another good friend 
is concerned, Steere doesn't 
think there are any hard feel- 
ings. 
^We're still quite friendly with 
each other," he said, reflecting 
on Wednesday's meeting with 
Hamilton. "I got free tickets for 
the show tonight (Thursday). 
I'm going to introduce him to my 
• See Hamilton page 10. 
Not a concert, not a show 
Multi-media event nontraditional approach to art 
by Lisa Buscanl 
Friday reporter 
Exhibits are often tedious 
events where people stand 
around and "o-o-o-h" and "a- 
a-a-h" over works of art that 
they don't really like or un- 
derstand. But John Climeha- 
Si's exhibit will be different. 
e hopes you like what you 
see and what you bear. 
Climehaga, a senior music 
composition major from 
Brockport, N.Y., will stage a 
multi-media "concert" fea- 
turing photos, movies, video, 
live scenes and original mu- 
sic. John Climehaga's first 
"exhibit" will premiere on 
Nov. 15 and 16 at 8 p.m. in 
room 121. West Hall. 
For those people used to 
traditional concerts of mostly 
unrelated musical pieces, CU- 
menhaga's show may come 
as a surprise. 
"It's really not a concert 
setting," Climenhaga said. 
"The show will be repeated 
four times, so people can 
come in and watch for any 
iod of time and leave/' 
i said. 
"It's about a person living 
in the city. The show is about 
several scenes in his life," 
Climehaga said. 
The show will feature 
mostly electronic music and 
some rock-oriented tunes. 
But Climehaga doesn't like to 
limit himself to one mode 
of music. 
"I'm pretty versatile. I like 
to change my style to suit the 
setting/' he said. 
John Climenhaga 
Climehaga has been in- 
fluenced by other musicians 
who include visual media in 
their work, including violinist 
Laurie Anderson. 
But his tastes aren't limited 
to the contemporary. 
Friday/Dave Klehneyer 
"There's a man named 
Charles Ives, whose work I 
admire," Climehaga said. 
Climehaga hopes that his 
career leads to videos or mov- 
ies, or a job in the recording 
business. 
Friday/Jim SakoU 
'America's Favorite Figure Skater* 
Former world figure skating champion Scott Hamilton, a native of Bowling Green, discusses his first 
biography, written by Toledo Blade reporter Mike Steere. Hamilton Is in Toledo this week, performing with 
the Ice Capades at the Sports Arena. 
Fest offers new music 
by Lisa M. Schmitt 
Friday reporter 
Can you deal with music that 
is a little (>ut-of-the-oniinary, or 
maybe even off-the-wall? If you 
can handle the avant-garde or - 
better yet -like it, then the Col- 
lege of Musical Arts had you in 
mind when they organized this 
fear's 6th annual New Music 
estival. 
Marilyn Shrude, one of the 
four directors of the festival, 
said that the festival is usually 
held in October, but was post- 
poned this year to run in con- junction with American Music 
Week, November 4-10. 
"There are hundreds of other 
events taking place throughout 
the country, so this was a chance 
to get some national attention," 
said Shrude, also assistant pro- 
fessor of music history/compo- 
sition at the University. "We 
also saw this as a good opportu- 
nity to celebrate the Universi- 
ty's 75th anniversary. So we 
linked it all together to promote 
both the music school and the 
University itself." 
The University will play host 
to composers from all over the 
country including California, 
Texas, Iowa and Georgia. The 
festival will also feature works 
by one composer from Europe - 
Jan Segers from Belgium - and 
a University student, Evan 
Chambers, who is currently 
studying in Austria. 
Shrude, who is herself a per- 
former and featured composer 
in the festival, said that most of 
the compositions are performed 
by University faculty members, 
except for the chorus and or- 
chestra, which are comprised of 
students. 
Courtesy/Musical Arts 
Barton and Priscilla McLean 
"We choose 35 compositions 
from some 50" that were sub- 
mitted to us last year, so there is 
a contest element to the festi- 
val," said Shrude. "We also 
commission one piece each year 
and dedicate it to the music 
school." 
This year the commissioned 
work is by Barton and Priscilla 
McLean, entitled "In Wilder- 
ness is the Preservation of the 
World," which will be the fea- 
tured concert Saturday evening 
at 8 pjn. The piece is referred to 
as a "multi-media composi- 
tion," a form of artistic compo- 
sition which, according to 
Shrude, incorporates different 
components of the expressive 
arts, including music, dance and 
visual media. 
The composition is arranged 
in five different sections and will 
utilize a full chorus during their 
• See New music, page 12. 
Without any alcohol what would you do for fun? 
Intervi«w«/B«rb Symbol* 
BRIAN WAGGLE, l 
mat 
erpool: "I Uke going to i 
events such as 
hockey. I also like to go to the 
movies such as Pee wee Her- 
JENNY ADAMS, freshman 
accounting major, Cleveland: 
"Get a bunch of your friends 
together. Just being together 
and having fun, doing stupid 
things like-bowling and putt- 
JHf SHINGLER, junior MIS 
major, Bellevue: "I like to plan 
visit with friends, go to parties. 
You don't have to drink when 
you go to parties - be yourself 
and do whatever you want to." 
DAVE HARDING, senior 
Journalism major, Middlesex, 
N.J.: "I can actually go out to a 
bar and not drink. I also like 
movies, plays, and dinner." 
MARY GAREAU, senior mar- 
keting/advertising major, North 
Olmsted: "I like to play racket- 
ball and go out for ice cream." 
Friday/Jim SakoU 
LARRY FTTZ, senior com- 
puter science major. Savannah, 
Ga.:"IUketogo(otheRec and 
play racketbaU and work out. I 
also like to go the movies." 
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Hamilton 
(Continued from page 9). 
What does the author think of 
Scott Hamilton, the subject? 
"He's a fascinating per- 
son... he's larger than Ufe, he 
said. "Scott's always been Scott. 
Even before the kid stepped in 
ice skates, he was a star. 
■ "It's a very complicated 
story," be said. "I think what's 
so interesting about him is the 
things that created him were 
complicated. Being an orphan 
and sick kind of prepared him to 
be a skater." 
The fact that Bowling Green 
didn't have an ice rink until 
Hamilton was nine made the 
competitor's hardships seem 
even more insurmountable, 
Steere said. Because of all these 
troubles, the author believes 
Hamilton will always be able to 
persevere. 
"He has this basic rock bot- 
tom kind of decency that proba- 
bly will see him through all 
these head tripe ... all the 
money," he said. 
Whether or not this publica- 
tion will be sold in Bowling 
Green remains in doubt but 
Steere said that something will 
probably be worked out, if he is 
contacted. 
Brimstone, fire stoke 'Crucible' 
by Loci HohlMn 
Friday reporter 
The nooses of Quaker heretics 
and the threat of Satan's fire are 
only a few of the trepidations 
brought to life in the University 
Theater Department's latest 
production. "The Crucible." 
Written by playwright Arthur 
Miller, "The Crucible" Is a se- 
rious, moral look at the outbreak 
of the Salem witchcraft trials. 
Set in the spring of 1692, the play 
begins in the house of the Rever- 
end Samuel Parris. 
Parria (William Oran Peters) 
sends for the help of the Rever- 
end John Hale (James A. Deli- 
man) in discovering the cause of 
his daughter Betty's (Lisa Chan- 
nell) sudden illness. 
From here, the tale quickly 
unfolds. Witchcraft and the fear 
of Satan's summoning of the 
Christian community, combined 
with the vengeful actions of the 
half-witted, loose-skirted Aba- 
gail Williams (Deborah Grow), 
lead the adventure. 
With wonderful acting and 
simple props, "The Crucible" 
presented itself as a very power- 
ful and touching historical 
drama. Company members did 
an excellent job of establishing 
both a heated, brimstone and 
fire Quaker atmosphere and a 
more quiet and reserved sense 
of religious love and personal 
I or nine cast performers, in- 
cluding Jeff Bond (as Deputy- 
Governor Danforth), Mary 
Cross (as Mary Warren) and 
Gregg Lindemulder (as John 
Proctor), "The Crucible" is 
their first appearance in a 
BGSU production. Bond did a 
convincing job as the hard-nosed judge of the court. As the torn- 
winged follower of angel Ra- 
phael, Cross also did very well. 
Lindemulder, as the truly good 
Christian, gave an exceedingly 
fine performance. 
"the Crucible" is well worth 
seeing. Nearly three hours long, 
the play Is entertaining and fast- 
moving. 
"The Crucible" is playing this 
weekend and next at 8 p.m. in , Fnday/Gayle Hammon 
the Main Auditorium. Tickets ln • ,cen« ,rom »h« University Theater production of  The Crucible." Rev. Hale (Jim Dellman) tries to 
are $1.50 for students and can be exorcise evil spirits from Betty Parris (Lisa Channel) while other cast members look on. The Crucible" Is 
purchased at the door. playing tonight, tomorrow and next weekend in the Main Auditorium. 
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'Remo Williams' falls short on action 
by Scott E. Norman 
Friday reporter 
Hollywood seems to be 
churning out a new hero for 
the American public every 
month. This month's offering 
is the movie "Remo Wil- 
liams: The Adventure Be- 
gins." At least the name 
doesn't rhyme with the word 
macho. 
"Remo" is based on the 
Destroyer book series by 
Richard Sapir and Warren 
Murphy. Fred Ward plays a 
tough New York City cop who 
is abducted (recruited) by a 
secret government agency. 
The agency specializes in pro- 
fessional assassination and 
wants Ward for their team. 
They give him a new face, a 
new identity, and a new name 
-Remo Williams. 
Remo is sent to a diminu- 
tive Korean  named  Chiun 
(Joel Grey) for special train- 
ing. Chiun is a master of all 
the martial arts and is in 
absolute control of his body 
and mind. He also has a soft 
spot for American soap op- 
eras. 
Chiun comments that his 
new pupil Remo "moves like 
a pregnant yak." He will 
teach Remo how to dodge 
bullets, achieve perfect bal- 
ance and practically float 
above the ground. 
Remo's first mission in- 
volves stopping a corrupt cor- 
porate leader who specializes 
in military weapons fraud by 
manufacturing defective 
equipment and ripping off the 
American taxpayers. The se- 
cret agency likes to knock off 
people who are seemingly 
beyond law and justice. 
Remo Williams" aims to 
create a new movie hero with 
action  along   the   lines   of 
"Raiders of the Lost Ark." 
Although Fred Ward gives 
his all in the lead role, he 
lacks the necessary charisma 
to be a truly memorable hero. 
Ward just can't generate the 
same screen excitement that 
a Harrison Ford, or even a 
Chuck Norris, can. 
Joel Grey, however, gives a 
wonderful performance as 
Remo's master. Grey is con- 
vincing as a Korean (with the 
help of excellent make-up) 
and is able to give his charac- 
ter depth with subtle tech- 
nique and a touch of wit. The 
relationship between Remo 
and his master works, but It 
often bears a close resem- 
blance to the "The Karate 
Kid" meets "Rung Fu." 
Director Guy Hamilton at- 
tempts to give "Remo Wil- 
liams" an old movie serial 
look and feel. The plot, bow- 
ever,  becomes fragmented 
along the way. Hamilton does 
make a good use of many 
New York locations, includ- 
ing a great fight scene on the 
Statue of Liberty. The stunt 
work throughout the movie is 
first rate. 
While the moviefemain goal 
is to thrill the audience, 
"Remo Williams" also tries 
to deal with the subject of 
corporate and military cor- 
ruption. Unfortunately, the 
movie has neither the depth 
or the credibility to tackle 
such a complex topic. 
"Remo Williams" is a 
rather mixed bag. Unless you 
are looking for something a 
bit milderlhan "Rambo^or 
"Commando"(or if you just 
cant wait for "Rocky TV''), I 
suggest you wait until next 
month. At this time Holly- 
wood will probably have an- 
other AU-American hero for 
your viewing pleasure.  
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
Theater Department 
Presents 
THE 
c RUCIBLE 
by Arthur Miller 
Main Auditorium, University Hall 
November 7-9, 14-16 at 8:00 p.m. 
Tickets can be reserved by calling 372-2719  or 372-2222 
or purchased at the door on the night of the performance 
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Jazz over the 'Hill' 
by Donny Routh 
Friday reporter 
Honch, a veteran rock 'n' roll 
disc Jockey, used the term 
"artsy-fartsy" to describe Wind- 
bam Hill Records. 
A music major at the Univer- 
sity tagged the music as "ambi- 
ence maker." 
Midwestern record stores, 
which more often than not carry 
the high quality albums nowa- 
days, stick the albums in their 
: "Jazz" section but also usually 
keep them in a separate bin. 
According to Mike Marshall, 
these classifications all have 
some credence. Marshall is a 
guitarist and mandolin player 
for the Stanford, Calif., based 
record label. 
"I like the tags 'Yuppie Mu- 
zak' or 'hot tub tunes' the best," 
said Marshall in a telephone 
interview. "Windham Hill 
seems to be music that's from a 
real natural evolution of people 
who grew up in the '60s. It takes 
anything from the Beatles to 
clasical to bluegrass to Irish folk 
to Bulgarian dance to Japanese 
shinto and threw 'em together 
into a fusion - just like anything 
else in America. 
"It's the acoustic music of 
America. It's incredibly excit- 
ing and inspiring." 
Marshall is one of six musi- 
cians who will present "An Eve- 
ning With Windham Hill" on 
Monday, Nov. 11. The concert 
will begin at 8 p.m. in Kobacker 
Hall of the Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
Six artists will appear in three 
acts: Liz Story will play acoustic 
piano, Michael Hedges is fea- 
tured on an electric bottleneck 
guitar and Marshall, Darol An- 
ger and Mike Manring perform 
a set in the classic jazz trio 
tradition. Guitarist John Jor- 
ganson is special guest. 
Windham Hill is the brain- 
child of William Ackerman. The 
label was begun as an alterna- 
tive to the usual L.A.-based re- 
cord companies who wouldn't 
cut albums of the musical style 
preferred by Ackerman. 
Ackerman founded the label 
in Stanford at the prodding of 
friends who liked his guitar 
playing. A hundred of the al- 
bums were pressed and only five 
made their way to radio sta- 
tions. But those five albums 
created quite a stir. 
From that interest, Ackerman 
started taking mail orders and 
pressed more albums. Since 
then, Ackerman has taken on 
other artists until today 50 musi- 
cians on six labels have re- 
corded almost 50 albums. 
Windham Hill's first gold album 
is still somewhere down the road 
but sales have steadily in- 
creased 
Since its inception, the label 
has been a family project. Ack- 
erman's wife, Annie, designs the 
label's distinctive covers and 
the first artist after Ackerman 
to record was his cousin. 
Windham Hill, the county, is 
in Vermont. It is a favorite vaca- 
tion spot of the Ackermans. 
They thought the beauty of 
Vermont matched the beauty of 
the music being recorded. 
All Windham Hill artists also 
write their own music. The situ- 
ation is probably unique in to- 
day's music industry - on many 
other labels, artists usually re- 
cord material by other writers. 
"You have a lot of freedom," 
said Marshall. "If you're signed 
onto Windham Hill, it means you 
fit the label. He (Ackerman) 
believes in you as an artist. It's 
not like somebody stands over 
NEW YORK (AP) - When 
Hubert Laws asked Quincy 
Jones and Chick Corea to loin 
him in his Los Angeles recording 
studio, it was easy to conclude 
that a superstar album of jazz 
music was in the making. 
After all. Laws' flute has en- 
ticed jazz fans for 20 years. 
Jones is a jazz and pop idol. And 
keyboardist Corea Is one of the 
most commercially successful jazz musicians of the day. 
However, "New Earth So- 
nata" is not a jazz record. Al- 
though it has some jazz, it also is 
an album of serious classical 
music. 
Laws' "New Earth Sonata." 
released last month on the CBS 
Masterworks label, is a 
sprightly mix of light classical 
and new music that combines 
aspects of jazz, folk and classi- 
cal sounds. 
The album also contains pia- 
nist Harold Blanchard's "New 
Earth Sonata" for flute, guitar, 
piano and rhythm, a wide-rang- 
ing work that alternates classi- 
cal passages with jazz 
improvisations. 
Side 2 contains Georg Philipp 
Telemann's "Suite in A Minor" 
and a rendition of "Amazing 
Grace," both with a string or- 
chestra conducted by Jones. 
Laws said the LP should have 
wide appeal. "It will probably 
be a classical audience that's 
pretty open-minded or some so- 
phisticated jazz listeners," he 
said in an interview. "Quincy 
Jones followers might be inter- 
ested to hear bow be partici- 
pates in a classical setting." 
Brank Kovacevic inbounds the ball to Jure Zdovc who 
brings it up across mid-court between the circles gives 
it up to Slodoban Subotic on the right wing Subotic 
looks inside sees nothing back out to Kovacevic at the 
point over to the left side to Matjaz Tovornik, Tovornik 
quick pass inside to Spasoje Todorovic who goes up for 
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the Falcons are off and running . . . 
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Mike Marshall and Darol Anger 
Who knows, in Belgrade they probably 
think Magic, Bird, Kareem and Doctor J are 
funny names. 
you with a hammer and says, 
'That's not Windham Hill." " 
The music that reaches Wind- 
ham Hill vinyl is quite different 
from the rock V roll most stu- 
dents are used to. Technically, 
the albums are always digitally 
recorded and come with a pam- 
phlet inside each sleeve. The 
pamphlet explains Windham 
Hill's philosophy about music 
and includes a slip to return 
defective albums. One scratch 
and you get a new album. 
The sounds on Windham Hill 
albums often surprise new lis- 
teners. As Marshall puts it, "It's 
pretty gushy stuff." 
In the future, Windham Hill, 
logically, hopes its sales con- 
tinue to expand. Last year the 
company signed a contract with 
A &M Records for distribution. 
Because of this, the albums are 
popping up in more and more 
stores. Marshall foresees more 
collaboration and overdubbing 
and even hopes for a Windham 
Hill video on MTV. 
Windham Hill, said Marshall, 
is banking on this added quality 
to carry the company through. 
"People are a lot more reflec- 
tive these days ... so we just 
kinda' whisper at our audi- 
ence." 
Reserve seats for the concert 
are available at the Kobacker 
Hall box office only. Tickets are 
15 and $7 with students with a 
valid I.D. and 87 and 89 for the 
general public. 
"An Evening with Windham 
Hill" is sponsored by UAO, 
Graduate Student Senate, Stu- 
dent Activities Office, Women 
for Women and WBGU-FM. 
Mr. Mr. LP a hit 
by Tracey Batdorf 
Friday reporter 
Most of today's Top-M 
bands rely on their frothy 
good looks to gain fame and to 
Boost trite, senseless lyrics 
and bland music. With this in 
mind, it is refreshing to come 
across a band who could care 
less if their lyrics rhyme and 
write songs with meaning. 
The band in question is the 
Phoenix-based quartet Mr. 
Mister. Their second album. 
Welcome To The Real World, 
is an LP that doesn't need to 
depend on pretty faces. 
The albums's first cut, 
"BUck/Wbite," tries to ex- 
plain why "love is so 
strange." Lead vocalist and 
bassist Richard Page sings 
that these contradicting feel- 
ings are like "day and night" 
and "black and white." 
"Into My Own Hands," 
tells of an individual eager to 
gain control of his life and 
come to terms with himself. 
The songs also has subtle 
contemplations of suicide as 
Page sings. No magic mirror 
can erase/ These lines of liv- 
ing on my face/ Lessons 
learned and lost/ Take my 
life/ Into my own hands/ 
Make this world into my own 
land. 
Side B of Welcome To The 
Real World is extremely im- 
pressive (not that Side A 
lacks, however). The begin- 
ning  of   "Is  it   Love,"   is 
slightly reminiscent of "Life 
in One Day," by Howard 
Jones, but quickly dives into a 
succinct, spontaneous melody 
that is lively and danceable. 
"Kyrie," the second cut, is 
based on a liturgical prayer 
complete with Latin lyrics 
("Kyrie eleison" translates 
into "Lord have mercy"). 
Following "Kyrie" is the 
band's current single, "Bro- 
ken Wings." Although the vi- 
deo was popular over the 
summer, "Broken Wings" 
didn't gain any substantial 
airplay until the soap opera 
"Days of Our Lives' used it 
as an adventure/ love theme 
for two of its characters. The 
music as well as the lyrics are 
intense and poignant: Baby, I 
think tonight/ We can take 
what was wrong and make it 
right/1heedyou so/ Baby it's 
all I know/ That you 're half of 
the flesh and blood that 
makes me whole. 
The last and title cut of 
Welcome to the Real World 
could prove the band's next 
hit. Lively music backs 
punchy lyrics as Page sings, 
Hey, it's a human race/Hey, 
it's a brave new place/ Hey. 
now you're at the gate/ Wel- 
come to the real world/ 
There's so much to leant. 
Mr. Mister is a band gifted 
in artistic expression and dis- 
plays a rare form of romantic 
imagery that is not sacra- 
ficea for commercialism. 
Less jazz on Laws LP 
WINE SHOP 
The first and last word 
.in Italian ice cream: 
GELATO 
Stop in today for your free taste 
Bring this coupon in 
and buy 1 Gelato or fruit ice 
and your friend gets one free 
Expires 11/15/85 
Special 
this week only: 
Gelato 
75c a cup 
107 State St. across from Harshman Quad 
Now Available: pints and quarts and gelato cookies 
Check our Italian pizzelies with creamy gelato packed inside. Take one borne to> 
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New music 
(Continued from page 9) 
performance. Also included in 
the McLean composition is a 
Hariey Davidson motorcycle, 
which will roar across the stage 
as a symbol of man's conflict 
with the wilderness. 
Hie other special guestperfor- 
mance will be by The Percus- 
sion Group/ Cincinnati tonight 
at 8 p.m. Shrude said the stage 
"will literally be filled" with all 
sorts of percussion instruments, 
both manufactured and hand- 
made. The group is "trans-eth- 
nic" in their selection of instru- 
ments, that is, they will be using 
drums from all ethnic back- 
grounds including instruments 
from Africa and China. 
The entire festival will be re- 
corded for a radio program and 
will be released for national 
broadcast over the National 
Public Radio network via satel- 
lite. Later in the year, several 
selections from the festival will 
be made into an album to be 
released on the Access label. 
All of the events in the 6th 
annual New Music Festival take 
place in the Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Admission is free for all 
events. 
Festival 
events 
agenda 
by JuUe FauMe 
staff reporter 
Discussions about the arts 
and the environment and new 
music from across the nation 
will be featured at the 6th 
annual New Music Festival 
today and Saturday in the 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
The College of Musical Arts 
is sponsoring the event in 
conjunction with American 
Music Week and the Universi- 
Ss 75th anniversary. The 
tival will feature original 
works by 35 contemporary 
composers. 
Among the highlights of the 
festival is the premiere per- 
formance of "In Wilderness is 
the Preservation of the 
World," a multi-media com- 
position by Barton and Pris- 
cilla McLean at 8 p.m. 
Saturday. The concert will 
contain live instruments, 
choir, slides, electronic music 
and dramatic readings. 
Following is a schedule of 
events for the Sirth annual 
New Music Festival. All 
events take place in the 
Moore Musical Arts Center: 
FRIDAY 
10:30a.m. - The music of Wil- 
liam Albright, John Biggs. 
Evan Chambers, Darrell 
Handel, Byong-kon Kim, 
Ruth Lomon, Diane Thome 
and Janice Misurell Mitchell 
will be performed in Bryan 
Recital Hall. 
2:30 p.m. - The music of Wil- 
liam Karlins, Jan Segers, 
Nancy Van de Vate and 
George Balch Wilson will be 
performed in Kobacker Hall. 
4 p.m. - A panel of educators 
and performers will discuss 
"Music, the Arts and the En- 
vironment" in Bryan Recital 
Hall. 
8 p.m. - The Percussion 
Group/Cincinnati will pre- 
sent a performance in Ko- 
backer Hall. 
SATURDAY 
9 a.m. - The Percussion 
Group/Cincinnati will give a 
lecture and demonstration 
new techniques and current 
literature for percussion in 
the Choral Room. 
11 a.m. - The music of Marc- 
Antonio Consoli, Lou Coyner, 
Jeff Halsey, Richard Hervig. 
Sydney Hodkinson, Edward 
Miller, Eric Moe and Cleve 
Scott will be performed in 
Bryan Recital Hall. 
3 p.m. - The music of Roger 
Briggs, John Corina, Jo Ann 
Kuchera-Morin, Robert Hall 
Lewis, Marilyn Shrude. 
Frank McCarty and David 
Stock will be performed in 
Bryan Recital Hall. 
5 p.m. - A master class will 
be given on "The Contempo- 
rary Saxophone," featuring 
the works of Lou Coyner, Wil- 
liam M. Karlins and Frank 
McCarty, in Bryan. 
I pjn. - "In Wilderness is the 
Preservation of the World," a 
mum-media composition by 
Barton and Prisdfla McLean, 
will be presented in Kobacker 
ML 
Cinemas feature unusual films 
Toledo theaters offer both foreign and domestic 'classics9 
by Liu BtMcanl 
Friday reporter 
Avant guard 
Friday/Jim Sakola 
Mike Pauley, owner of The Glenbyrne Cinemas, specializes in classic films. "I prefer to show high-quality 
films whether they're British, French or even a few years old." 
If variety is the spice of 
life, then today's movie scene 
is about as spicy as a bowl of 
oatmeal. 
But fear not movie fans. 
There is an alternative. 
Two Toledo theaters. The 
Glenbyrne Cinemas and The 
Screening Room, are spicing 
up the area's movie agenda 
by offering foreign, avant- 
garde and cult films. 
"I prefer to show high-qual- 
ity films whether they're 
British, French or even a few 
years old " said Mike Pauley, 
owner of The Glenbyrne Cine- 
mas. 
In the past, Pauley has 
shown such off-beat but crit- 
ically acclaimed films as 
"Koyaanisquatsi" and "Har- 
old and Maude," and award- 
winning foreign films like 
"Das Boot" and "Le Dernier 
Metro." While many of his 
movies are far from standard 
fare, Pauley believes that 
such films definitely have a 
market. 
"People like to see good 
films," Pauley said. "Movies 
like this are better than some- 
thing like 'Revenge of the 
Vampire Stewardesses.'" 
The Screening Room 
brings the same type of films 
to the Toledo area, but on a 
slightly smaller scale. The 
theater seats 35 people, which 
comes as quite a shock to 
some patrons. 
"At first, it (the theater's 
size) can get a laugh," said 
Kevin Hardy, manager of The 
Screening Room. Hardy said 
he looks forward to I 
more avant-garde films I 
various genres to the area. 
"We're on a waiting list," 
Hardy said. "They only make 
so many prints of the films. A 
film company makes about 
850 prints of 'Back to the 
Future ' and there are only 
two prints of 'Gone with the 
Wind' available for distribu- 
tion." 
So, theater managers like 
Mike Pauley and Kevin 
Hardy wait. But a worthwhile 
wait it is. Without theaters 
like the Glenbyrne Cinemas 
and The Screening Room, 
Northwest Ohio moviegoers 
might never get a chance to 
see what they're missing. 
The AM Card eliminates fumbling with coins 
and hassling aver bills. 
The AT&T Cgrd, The fast, eaty wjiy 
to call long dtetgnte- from anywhere 
to anywhere, anytime. The AT&T Card makes 
keeping in touch with friends and family a lot more 
convenient when you're at school. 
You'll be able to get through on almost any public 
phone—on campus or off—without bothering with 
coins. And youTl actually pay up to 500 less than for 
AT&T collect, third-party or coin state-to-state calls. 
In fact, for roost calls, it's the lowest rate next to 
direct dialing. And there's no charge to order the 
Card; no minimum usage fee. 
You can also use your card to make calls from 
other people's rooms: the charge will show up on your 
bill, not theirs. No need to call collect or charge it to a 
third party. 
Youll also eliminate a lot of hassle if you share a 
phone with roommates. With the AT&T Card, youll 
get your own separate monthly bill itemizing only 
your calls. Youll pay more per call than if you dialed 
direct-but youll save a lot of headaches trying to 
figure out who owes what. 
As you can see, the AT&T Card eliminates all 
kinds of hassles. And you can get one whether or not 
you have a phone in your own name Put The Eliminator 
to work for you. Sign up for your AT&T Card by com- 
pleting and mailing the attached application. For more 
information call toll free 1 800 CALL AIT Ext. 4589. 
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Entertaining resources at center 
by UM LattJmore 
Friday reporter 
So you've missed a class. No 
big deal, right? But then you 
discover that your prof has 
shown an important film - im- 
portant because questions about 
it will appear on the next exam. 
One way to solve such a di- 
lemma might be to check at the 
Instructional Media Center. The 
Center, located on the first floor 
of the Education Building, offers 
a variety of media aids to stu- 
dents. 
For those In photography 
classes, the center offers facul- 
ties for students to make photo- 
slides. Students must 
get an appointment and 
must use the slides in classroom 
projects or presentations for 
campus organizations. 
The center also provides video 
equipment including movie and 
slide projectors, overheads, and 
record players for classroom 
use. The center can also record 
?rograms from WBGU-TV 
Channel 57) for students. 
In addition, the center offers a 
typesetting service. One com- 
mon use of the typesetting serv- 
ice by students is for resumes. 
The typesetting service can also 
help students with brochures or 
programs for organizations. 
Room 202 of the Education 
Building houses the student pro- 
duction lab. Here students can 
actually produce their own 
materials and can check out 
filmstrips, laminators, and du- 
plicators. 
The center has a listening lab 
located in room 306, and pro- 
vides tapes of some classroom 
lectures. Students can either 
listen to the recorded lectures or 
view them on video. 
Students can also check out 
various films used in the class- 
room. They must have two 
forms of identification to check 
out films or any other equipment 
from the center. 
The main off ice of the Instruc- 
tional Media Center is located in 
Room 101 of the Education 
Buildmg and is open from 8 a.m. 
to S p.m., Monday through Fri- 
day. 
All labs are open from 8 a.m. 
to 8 p.m., Monday through 
Thursday, 8 a.m. to 5 pjn. Fri- 
day , and 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. on 
Saturday. 
There are also smaller media 
centers located in 114 Math Sci- 
ence, room 246 of the Technol- 
ogy Building and in West Hall. 
For further information, contact 
the main office at 372-2881. 
Hackman and Dillon on Target' 
(AP) - Just when you thought 
all the spy plots had been ex- 
pended by James Bond, George 
Smiley and associates, along 
comes "Target" with a new and 
intriguing premise. 
Gene Hackman runs a lum- 
beryard in Dallas, living a quiet, 
comfortable life with his sensu- 
ous wife, Gayle Hunnicutt. Their 
son, Matt Dillon, is something of 
a problem, a self-admitted un- 
derachiever who has dropped 
out of school with ambitions of 
becoming a race car mechanic. 
Hunnicutt leaves alone on a Eu- 
ropean tour, and disappears in 
Paris. 
Father and son fly to Paris to 
hunt for her, and suddenly they 
are involved in shooting 
scrapes. The son, who considers 
his father about as hip as Law- 
rence Welk, discovers that the 
old man can speak fluent French 
and handle a gun. 
"A long time ago, I worked for 
the CIA/' Hackman confesses. 
In fact, he had been chief spy in 
charge of the misnamed Opera- 
tion Clean Sweep. An enemy 
agent escaped the dragnet, and 
he has kidnapped Hackman's 
wife, intent on revenge. 
"Target" is the work of expe- 
rienced hands: producers Rich- 
ard D. Zanuck and David Brown 
("Jaws," "The Sting"): direc- 
tor Arthur Penn ("The Miracle 
Worker," "Bonnie and Clyde"). 
The script by Howard Berk 
and Don Petersen is ingenious if 
untidy. Characters andguns are 
misplaced and never found 
again. The most affecting 
scenes are between father and 
son. After Hackman brings 
them through a perilous car 
chase,  Dillon  mutters,   "And 
you're the guy that warms up 
the car in the summertime!" 
Only in the final minutes does 
"Target" falter. The showdown 
is unconvindngly theatrical and 
awkwardly staged. 
Hackman hasn't been in such 
good form since "The French 
Connection." Compassion 
shines through that plain Ameri- 
can face, ana he is convincing as 
a man capable of deadly action. 
In "The Flamingo Kid," Matt 
Dillon revealed depth behind his 
well-known boyish charm, and 
he is again impressive in 'Tar- 
get" 
Good 'Nights' 
(AP)-In this era of high 
concept films from Holly- 
wood, "White Nights" offers 
this nifty tale: 
Mikhail Baryshnikov, a So- 
viet ballet star who defects to 
the West, finds himself im- 
prisoned in his native land 
when the Jet he's on crashes 
in Siberia. Gregory Hines, an 
American who defects to the 
Soviet Union, is assigned to 
help convince Baryshnikov to 
resume his career there. 
The plot is a long stretch, 
but it succeeds most of the 
way, largely because of the ■oaring talents of the two 
stars and the sure-handed 
direction by Taylor Hackford 
("An Officer And A Gen- 
tleman"). 
"White Nights" refers to 
the endless days of northern 
Russia, where most of the 
action takes place. Baryshni- 
kov, flying between appear- 
ances in London and Tokyo, 
survives the crash and is 
quickly claimed by the KGB 
as a propaganda prize. KBG 
Sent Jerzy Skolimowski enl- 
s Hines, who has fallen out 
of favor and is touring the 
Siberian provinces with his 
Soviet wife, Isabella Rossel- 
lini. 
The two dancers are trans- 
ported to Leningrad, where 
each becomes intrigued with 
the other's style. Hines real- 
izes the error of his defection, 
and loins the ballet star in a 
plot to escape. 
More a drama with dances 
than a musical, "White 
Nights" places a heavy re- 
sponsibility on the two stars' 
acting. Baryshnikov has the 
easier task, reflecting his 
real-life distaste for the So- 
viet regime's repression of 
artists. Hines must deal with 
a less-defined character; the 
reasons for his defection dur- 
ing the Vietnam War remain 
unclear. 
Both have romantic con- 
flicts: Baryshnikov with the 
ballerina (Helen Mirrin) he 
left behind; Hines with a wife 
torn between love for her 
husband and her country. 
Perhaps because Hackford 
did not want "White Nights" 
to seem like a musical, the 
dances have been subordi- 
nated. Fans of Baryshnikov 
and Hines may be disap- 
pointed, but they can savor 
those moments when the two 
stars perform their special- 
ties. And when the pair com- 
bines in a dazzling duet of 
ballet and jazz, viewers are 
likely to cheer. 
A natural-born actor, Mik- 
hail Baryshnikov is totally 
convincing in a role parallel- 
ing his own history. Impres- 
sive in "The Cotton Club," 
Hines again displays emo- 
tional depth. 
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NEW YORK (AP) - About 
five years ago, it would not have 
occurred to pianist Gary Graf- 
taan to play Erich Wolfgang 
Korngold's "Concerto for Piano, 
Left Hand and Orchestra." 
Now, if Graffman is to play at 
all, It has to be pieces for the left 
hand. 
Graffman's last concertizing 
with both hands was in late 1979. 
He quit because he couldn't con- 
trol the fourth finger of his right 
hand. * 
Graffman has seen many doc- 
tors, and a team at Massachu- 
setts General Hospital in Boston 
calls him if they have a new idea 
or a new testing machine. 
The 56-year-old pianist thinks 
be knows what triggered the 
problem. "In 1967 I played the 
Tirst Tchaikovsky Concerto' 
with the Berlin Philharmonic, 
on a dead piano, relatively 
speaking. It would have been 
good for a Uvingroom. In a large 
hall, you ci uld nave hit it with a 
sledgehammer and even if the 
orchestra was playing carefully, 
they covered it. 
"At one point I hit with such 
force that the knuckle popped 
out a little bit," he said. It's 
identical to what is known as a 
baseball finger. After four or 
five weeks. I started to practice 
again. I thought, 'It's a little 
weak.' I started to play octaves 
with my thumb and third finger. 
The third finger is stronger. I 
got a big sound. Without con- 
sciously realizing, it became my 
normal fingering. 
He increasingly distorted the 
relationship of his flexor and 
extensor muscles, and since be 
experienced no pain, did not 
realize be was doing something 
wrong. 
The lack of finger control be- 
came worse and he couldn't 
Graffman, who would give 100 
concerts a year before his acci- 
dent, will give 15 or 20 this 
season. 
He has played the Korngold 
with the New York Philhar- 
monic. A New York Times re- 
view praised Graffman but not 
the music. "His scales and ar- 
peggios threw off such a glitter 
that one could almost ignore the 
work's lack of substance." 
Pianist Leon Fleisher, who 
has a similar problem, hasn't 
been able to play with his right 
hand for almost 20 years. 
"Because of the publicity at- 
tached to Leon and me, over 300 
musicians have gone through 
this group of doctors in Boston," 
Graffman said. "Many have 
been helped.... A few have what 
seems like the beginning of our 
problem. They were helped. 
"I tell my students, 'Don't 
compensate. Even if you get a 
splinter and it hurts and yon 
want to change fingering, don't' 
Leon and I may end up helping 
people even if we're not helped. 
The reason there are pieces 
for Graffman and Fleisher to 
play la because they were com- 
misakmed by Paul Wittgenstein, 
whose right arm was amputated 
daring World War I because of 
shrapnel. 
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Mid-life Superman 
NEW YORK (AP) - Super 
UUJ is about to undergo a 
midlife makeover. 
Hell still be Superman - 
still based in Metropolis, still 
fighting for Truth, Justice 
and the American way - but 
hell have a new look, a new 
history and a new and more 
limited cast of super friends. 
"The core of it is, we're 
getting him ready for his 90th 
anniversary in IMS. We want 
him to be the best there is," 
said Paul Levitz, executive 
vice president of DC Comics, 
which publishes Superman. 
Levitz said Superman has 
been altered periodically as 
different artists took on the 
challenge of recreating the 
granddaddy of all comic-book 
heroes. The new Superman 
will have a more contempo- 
rary look, he said, though the 
famous red-and-blue costume 
will not be changed. 
"It's like George Reeves 
(TV's Superman) and 
Christopher Reeve (the mov- 
ies' Superman) - they don't 
look alike, but they're both 
Superman," Levitz said. 
Some of the changes seem 
to be inspired by the Super- 
man films. Lois Lane, Super- 
man's heartthrob, will be 
updated -"more like Margot 
Kidder," who played the 
character in the movies, Lev- 
itz said. 
"There will always be the 
eternal triangle," Levitz said. 
In this case, the triangle is 
Lois, Superman and Super- 
man's alter ego, Clark Kent. 
Ai he was on film, Super- 
man will be a bit more vulner- 
able. 
"We want to try and cap- 
ture some of the emotional 
dilemmas that a Superman 
faces," Levitz said. 
But Levitz said there are no 
plans to turn the Man of Steel 
Into a Guy with a Cuisinart. 
He will be a tough guy, though 
noRambo. 
"Superman is not about 
revenge, about "This time 
we're going to win and blow 
up all those people.' He is 
about the good side of patriot- 
ism." be said. 
The changes will take place 
next summer, around July 4, 
and will start with a re-telling 
of the Superman legend. 
There will be other altera- 
tions. Say goodbye to Super- 
monkey and Superhorse and 
other super members of the 
animal kingdom. "We're 
clearing away a lot of the 
busyness and going back to 
the original character," Lev- 
itz said. 
Clark Kent will still work 
for the Daily Planet, but his job description is changing. 
No longer will he be a 
slouch-hatted holdover from 
"The Front Page," Levitz 
said. Clark is getting a pro- 
motion. He's going to be a 
columnist. 
Squeeze squeals on return 
by Grag Klcrkx 
Friday adHor 
Having operated on a "col- 
lege" (Le. cheap) budget nearly 
all of my life, I have set a lean 
standard for my album pur- 
chases. If I like at least four of 
the cuts on an album, I bay it. 
The logic in the number four is 
that, with 45s costing nearly two 
bucks a piece, four good album 
cuts equals $8 (plus tax), the 
price of an average album. 
Which leads us to Cosi Fan 
Tutti FruW, the latest release 
from Squeeze, one of Britain's 
most sophisticated pop bands. 
Squeeze ("Black Coffee In 
Bed," "Tempted") writes songs 
for people whose social perspec- 
tives stretch beyond a world 
where all of the "boys" are 
incurably horny and all of the 
"girls" are named Baby. I 
bought the new album without 
hearing a single cut, figurine 
that my Four Cut Standard 
would easily be met 
Early moral of the story: 
Never make exceptions to the 
rule. 
I managed to find only three 
cuts on the album that I would 
consciously pay for. Cosi Fan 
Tutti FTM (the title was 
swiped, tongue-in-cheek, from a 
Mozart opera) isn't a horrible 
album: in fact most bands snort- 
ing around the pop 'n' roll arena 
wiD probably never produce 
anything this good. But for 
Squeeze, once hailed by Ameri- 
can and U.K. critics as the 
smartest band to come out of the 
post-Punk maelstrom, good just 
isn't good enough. 
Several songs on the album 
sound like leftovers from 1984's 
self-titled solo album by chief 
Squeezers Chris Difford 
(lyrics/guitarI and Glenn Til- 
brook (music/guitar/vocals). 
Unlike Difford and Tilbrook, 
however, many of the songs 
from Cosi Fan Tutti Frutti paint 
shallow, lifeless portraits. 
"Hits Of The Year" is a cut 
that had great potential, but was 
slapped down to sub-mediocre 
by an aimless, repetitive musi- 
cal backdrop. Difford's lyrics 
provide an interesting insight 
Into the recent rash of terror- 
ism: Held up to ransom assured 
we'll be safe/Here on a trigger a 
disciple of tear/ As we wait 
without knowing/If we 're hits of 
the year. The lyrics are insight- 
ful and aggressive, but Til- 
brook's clanking backdrop 
make it nearly torturous to lis- 
ten to the entire song. 
"Heartbreaking World," 
penned by Difford and key- 
boardist Julian " Jools" Holland, 
is another near-miss. The song's 
introduction is captivating, ow- 
ing largely to Holland's eerie 
synth arrangement and some 
clever percussion work by 
drummer Gilson Lavis. This 
time, however, it's Difford's ly- 
rics and a flaky, sing-song cho- 
rus which sink the song: It's a 
heartbreaking world/ If you 
want it to be/And you're the one 
who breaks it for me. 
On the other hand, "King 
George Street" and "Big Beng" 
don't even come close to pre- 
vious Squeeze efforts. The lyri- 
cal content on both songs is 
convoluted at best, plain stupid 
at worst Musically, Tllbrook 
must have had a severe mental 
block: both songs center around 
overly-simple, repetitive mel- 
ody lines thrown into confusing 
arrangements. 
Fortunately for connoisseurs 
of intelligent pop music, Cosi 
Fan Tum Frutti isn't a total 
loss. Enter now the three songs 
worth paying for. 
"No Place Like Home" is 
vintage Squeeze, combining ra- 
zor-sharp lyrical eloquence with 
intricate, yet accessible, musi- 
cal arrangement. Like "Black 
Coffee In Bed," the band's 1963 
htt, "No Place Like Home" be- 
gins smoothly and crescendos 
into a swirling tumult of spin- 
ning synth lines, gritty acoustic 
piano and, riding just above it 
all, Tilbrook 's impassioned vo- 
Another winner is "I Learnt 
How To Pray," which deals with 
the problems that occur when 
friends become lovers. Til- 
brook's music compliments Dif- 
ford's acerbic lyrics with an 
electronically-augmented 
"choir" and a sober chorus: As I fell in love with my very best 
friend/1dldntrealise (sic) that 
our friendship would end/ I 
learnt bow to pray/ Every 
night/ To relieve the pain/ Deep 
inside. Tilbrook's vocal delivery 
is bittersweet and delicate, sug- 
gesting a vulnerability rare m 
male pop vocalists. 
The song that nearly saves 
Cosi Fan Tutti Frutti, however, 
is "Last Time Forever," also 
the band's current American 
single. While every member of 
Squeeze adds a distinctive touch 
to the piece, the crucial musical 
element is Holland's aggressive 
acoustic piano. Under Holland's 
guidance, the piano growls and 
whispers throughout the song, 
always with a distinctive bluesy 
feel. Again, Difford's lyrics are 
captivating: Did you ever read 
the words/ That said love would 
end/ I read them tonight/ I 
didn'tstop to think/And!upset 
her/ I'll say goodnight tonight/ 
The last time forever. The song 
is Tilbrook's redemption for 
scoring so many other losers on 
Cosi Fan Tutti Frutti, and he 
nearly pulls the whole album off 
in this one shot. 
If you are already a Squeeze 
fan, or ifyou buy albums using a 
Two or Three Cut Standard, then 
Cosi Fan Tutti Frutti is worth 
the price. If neither of the above 
apply, then I suggest that you 
shell out some green for 
Squeeze's Singles 45s and Un- 
der, a sort of "best of" collection 
with 11 gems of popular music. 
Last moral of the story: 
Smart pop music is hard to find. 
Even ii Squeeze doesn't always 
meet the Four Cut Standard, 
they're worth a listen. 
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'Mad Not Mad* prime Madness 
by P.F. Wilson 
Friday reporter 
Since 1979, Madness has 
become extremely popular in 
their homeland of Britain, 
while establishing a strong 
cult following on this side of 
the Atlantic. 
Recently they helped orga- 
nize their own version of 
Band-Aid called Starvation, 
which brought together the 
biggest two-tone acts in the 
business, including Special 
AKA, General Public and 
UB40. Two-tone bands aug- 
ment the basic guitar, bass 
and drums with horn sections 
to achieve a double-layered 
sound. 
Like Band-Aid and USA 
For Africa, the idea behind 
Starvation was to raise 
money for famine relief in 
Africa. After finishing that 
project the "Nutty Boys," as 
they are called by loyal fans, 
went back to work on their 
sixth album. 
The new album, Mad Not 
Mad, also offers a variety of 
song styles. All seven of the 
band members have written 
or co-written at least one of 
the group's many British hits. 
This diversity in songwriting 
has enabled Madness to keep 
their loyal following. 
The album begins with 
danceable "I'll Compete." A 
wise move making this the 
first cut, because it reminds 
the listener that after six-and- 
a-half years, the "Nutty 
Boys" can still get your feet 
moving. 
A more serious side of Mad- 
ness is heard on the following 
cut, "Yesterday's Men, 
which is also the band's cur- 
rent U.K. single. Slow paced, 
but optimistic we're told that 
Yesterday's men hang on to 
today/ To sing in the old-fash- 
ioned way/ It must get better 
in the long run/ Has to get 
better in the long run. 
Another stand-out cut, 
"Time," combines these two 
faces of Madness. Lead 
singer Graham "Suggs" Mc- 
Pherson asks Why do people 
lie/ When all they want is 
truth at their table, while 
being backed by a strong bass 
and drums beat. The song is 
as listenable as it is dancea- 
ble. 
Being a two-tone group, 
Madness of course has a horn 
section. Saxophonist Lee 
"Kix" Thompson and trum- 
pet player Carl "Chas 
Smash" Smythe, are assisted 
by guest musicians L.J. 
Tiwmpson and Gary Barna- 
cle. All four shine on "Burn- 
ing the Boats," an infectiouss 
dance track from start to 
finish. 
"Uncle Sam." another 
bouncy, danceable cut, takes 
a poke at stereotypical Amer- 
ica. Suggs tells us that he's 
Sailing across the sea/ To see 
(his) Uncle Sam, and then 
tells us he hopes to find 
Women who are the most, 
among other wonders of 
America. The song keeps 
with a style the band de- 
scribes as "the nutty 
sound,"a   sort of  Madness 
trademark. 
The rest of the songs on the 
album aren't weak, but then 
again they aren't extraordi- 
narily dynamic either. In 
spots, though, there are some 
surprises, such as "White 
Heat, "which features, of all 
things, a banjo. 
"Sweetest Girl" is the ro- 
mantic piece on the album. It 
tells an innocent story as 
"Suggs" sings Sweetest girl 
in toe world/ These eyes are for you/ Sweetest girl in the 
world/ These words that die 
before me/ When we walk in 
the park I can never tell her. 
Although it doesn't seem 
quite the same without key- 
boardist Mike Barson, who 
left the band after their last 
album. Keep Moving, Mad- 
ness continues to make danc- 
eable, listenable music that 
makes your feet move. Mad 
Not Mad, is a truly enjoyable 
brush with the "Nutty" 
sounds of Madness. 
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i m TayWa   M.h 
i AMERICA STOP TEN 
THIS OLD HOUSE Ga 
■•ton      rough 
pUnfhng   and   mitahog   ga*   Ml 
■tgt   a laaaoh m a*ac««al ammo 
( I 
SAN 
■*»• E-^t I  Aufaama  a-  »»• 
LIFE 
{••NEW 
CAiCHPHf 
MACNEK. 
NEWBHOU 
IWONDE 
DIFFRE 
MECh 
/     LEHRER 
S R 
| R WOMAN 
E NT STROKES 
CHANICAl       UNI 
(f SPNI SPOR TSLOOK 
(TMCI MOVS **■» Goat 
South ii«76l jack NaAokwn 
Mary SiaanCiagari A capfyrod 
hwaa dto* ooffarada chaoca to 
■acapa iha gadoni by marryg • 
young Ndy 6o»h ma loam at 
o*ach ha I improonad   PG 
OMO 
■ COO NEWS 
■ NEC NEWS 
■ ABC NEWS Q 
■ HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
• BUBIMIBB REPORT 
CEPM) SPORTSCSNTER 
M0 
I CBS NEWS 
I VIDEO HITS 
| WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
G^TBRTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT  inaapoatt mm Do*. Par- 
i-t .<:••■ (■ rialun i* Hw Oaoout 
M CaaoMai    that  '.} 
• MOVS *• I to Man 
1*"i0a*<d Aikrovd  Jaaalan 
- ••* ../-.i hy an .-<»i- a 
phytut nrnhwtoi >>aaia« a tpa 
■» *•■« m<- h JIv*t him ma mo 
i—i, in paj ■ now h* aaaaaant 
• DOCTOR WHO 
■ SPNI NFL S GREATEST 
MOMENTS An  s.i   -v—  ol ■on 
B 30 
• BENSON VVh-a on a bu* 
naaa»*.ia< Ioti Gorman* Banaon 
and »...*  ara  aicuaad o« baatQ 
tpoo y 
(EBPNI NFL GAME OF THE 
WEEK 
lEBOO 
• • FALCON CREST lanoa 
agiaat in go bar* •» ouoaahatg to 
phxaat h« grandmothai Rxha/d 
Chanmng lo>a* a dBapaiahi ra» 
$ta*>oa Maotmaat Angaia Q 
• NATIONAL   /  JOURNAL 
• MIAMI VKE 
mma boa* iClo 
praaumad to bo doac amto* m 
Mtam> to <an*ve S600 J00 horn 
a Nnmar coOoagua 
• OUR FAMKY HONOR I- 
McKa* ■• lafcan hoauga b* a 
woman iPalt* Oman) damanrhng 
iha rolaaao ol ha> ■nproonod boy 
•nand :j 
■SPNI SPEE OWE EK 
(TMCI MOVS • * Raw Com 
aga < ifS4l Roma Lot An Mm- 
d<* Dofing a -.idt.-att 
r-o« .«n ihraa long ttianca 
namari hghi lor iho* boa* afaar 
may ara lakon tept-va by lanaocal 
hmvMN 
»       10:30 
• ABOUT TAP Oonoar / actor 
Gragory Hmoa and yoiaran 
hooNrt SHOO Condos Chuok 
Graan and Jbrony SVda domon- 
taata and dkacuaa mm mfrndual 
Haman 
r 
itttaa ot lap danong 
■ NEWS 
• BURNS ANO ALLEN 
■■Nil    HARNESS    RACING 
Sraoaja/l     Crown    Champonar-p 
Haoa  Ea«M  a«o  kcan  Oaan  MB. 
lOOO 
O     •     HULK      HOGAN S 
ROCK   N   WRESTLING 
• OWL / TV VVadWa <ahaP* 
laii" Mat Mia.na.ai haOtt maaiad 
an*i orphanan <>*H I-U baa 
lint Bunapari »•■■* - ho*> a 
taahHon arortt a "ota o* iha Hoot 
Cfcdi i umouaa  :j 
• LORNE GREENE S NEW 
WXDERNESS 
• MOVS ••• Aparh. 
'9*i«<     But     lan.at>a>       Jaan 
'.i-» 
• KATHVS KITCHEN 
10 30 
O SKIPPER ANO COMPA 
NV 
• PUNK Y BREWSTER 
• SUPER POWERS TEAM 
GALACTIC GUARDIANS 
i ROCKSCHOOL 
WHEN HAVOC STRUCK 
GREAT CHEFS OF  NEW 
ORLEANS 
■SPNI FISHIN   HOLE 
11 OO 
{• CBS STORYBREAK 
CORONATION STREET 
ALVIN   AND  THE   CHIP 
MUNKS 
• 13 GHOSTS OF SCOO 
BY DOO 
■ MOTORWEEK 
■ WRESTLING 
• SQUARE FOOT GAR 
DENING 
(ESPNI      MARK       SOSIN S 
BALT WATER JOURNAL 
fTMO MOVS  • •    Cdy Hoot 
<l<Md' tfcm (aaraaood  Burl «*, 
REBh 
11  30 
• • DUNGEONS m DRA- 
GONS 
iKCO VIDEO 
LITTLES 
PEOPLE. PETS AND DR 
MARC 
• JOY OF PAINTING 
■SPNI    BKL    DANCE    OUT- 
OOORS 
AFTERNOON 
12:0O 
O MOVS *•• ThaDartar 
S>» 01 lan-ea H»;»l Roban 
Fatal*   -rtianna larteao 
IWa-ArS NEW? IR) 
WLl) KINODOM An otor 
waaar   of   f>    D«an   FOMOV a   r» 
aaarch on  gonflaa  m tho Ahxan 
ungla  of Fntondi   (Pan  2  o* 2l 
I' 'MS.T 
ABC    WEEKEND    SPE- 
CIAL        'sw     Longaio«.»g 
taaad on Aaand lindgnin ■ taw erf 
a »ttia ojri ICamo Maoni -no a* 
eortancdo many adtontu»aa IPan 
2of2)0 
t MCLAUGHLIN GROUP 
GREATEST      SPORTS 
LEGENDS 
• COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
• •••• 
■ DARKBHAD 
■ COMEDY TO 
1 1  OO 
NEWS 
TJNtOHT Com- 
I I'EWLVWED GAME I! 
fl    -SET    OP    SATURDAY 
INKJHTLIVE 
• M-A-S-H 
/    LEHRER 
«Q«*B.»-«   
WKRP »N CINCINNATI 
B JRNS ANO ALLEN 
11:28 
• GOOO  ROCKIN'  TONTTE 
lt«w>g goaari and drum damping 
Guoon John Em—Bo (Tha 
Who). Boota* CoBna (Parha- 
tnam) Nr PcaM (Oaap PtafMI 
SN Our** «r I M '—*, 
Stanai 
■SPNI BPORTECENTER 
12:90 
• F.VBULOUS PCSmVAL 
•aoturao  Omvm Jaff Hyatap 
t STAR GAMES 
SPIOER-MAN   ANO  HS) 
AMAZ>NG FRSNOS 
• AMERICAN BAND 
BTANO Caaaat*   Kara  B A**** 
rn 
to Row m On. I B.B I M of 
Ma Nt Al of VON," 'INN 
Way Vau Done*  I 
2:00 
• STREETS 
FRANCISCO 
• THE RACE FOR NUM- 
BER ONE COLLEGE FOOT 
BALL REPORT CoMaga lootbaa 
•coroa and h*+**jM« horn arownd 
tha counNt and a Mot at nan 
■aaaa t nta>o cantatlt 
• • WOOOWRIGHT S 
SHOP '•* aa>»*Ma .oWtal 
hut, n tabw 
■SPNI MISL SOCCER St low 
+  Saaamart  at  P^taburflh  Soait 
3O0 
O SPORTSWEEKEND 
Si haduiad «s*a»W" t of ovonia »• 
tha Rnyat Waihv ■ aa *- loronio 
• COLLEGE  FOOTBALL "• 
UHinol iiiaataga ol Alabama al 
11 uvana Vah> or   Baylor  at  At 
■ GREAT CHEFS OF CHI 
CAOO 
0 POUND PUPPSB A~mat 
an   A «>■■) nt koala*   >op aatad 
ian>at*« itiitanWt U> lawl latrubat 
l.a »>i«ln<   la>4y rtoga 
• AUSTIN CITY LIMITS I • 
a* (ia.t„-,t      : ..a   V.   Ona   Mora 
Chanta       a~1       *••    Up    m 
Lay* Iha Maawt B-.rfhart vng 
tahH i-a-t liiar. lhaa atxan HigH 
Rtdbn        ami   ••    aknen by    'art, 
Man 
3 30 
• • COLLEOE  FOOTBALL 
M-am. at Moyiand •( -a< 
• SPORTSWOPAD   Sthad 
IOM    CAP I   Mny Cat   •* a>u      •*■ 
m>< il » i "■ s ChaajHtga 
• WORLD OF CARTOON 
ING 
• LOVE AMERICAN 
STYLE 
(TMCI   MOVS    **••       Iha 
ladytiB—t        H9MI     A*W     <n*n 
xatt  P*ta>Sa*>at 
4O0 
■ TONY BROWN S JOUR 
NAL 
• MOVS ** 'ha S-a-ard 
And Tha Soxarat ''»BJ. L*J 
Hottlay Kathtaan 6aB*i 
• STAR FABUES Ananatad 
Tha arava o> a maga: aiand brxga 
lantoty to th* adwontura that laa 
RfhM tiollt latnat ai.et 
L» ax at tat and <» agon t 
• RIVER JOURNEYS W- i. 
aip»a> Cxraiata Oodttal ia»> 
t.tt a *apua Nat* Gumoa "*>a 
*-»h   amom   tha   *vad   lor   laro 
yoart and atlampit   Iha   hr« ***t 
ipfl  daoiant o> tha Wahgj R-n» 
tha    aota> ol man     : J 
430 
• MAGIC OF OS. PAINT- 
ING 
■ SPN) SKIING US Ski Toam 
Calebi ly Oaaax *>om Pan) Cn> 
Utah  (61 
SOO 
• MYSTERY! Ooath of an 
FapaflWdttau DPgla ah ntin 
OJMO* O ((M*a> lorronor a mur 
da*   iPanZolBirj 
• STAR SEARCH Guam 
John R it tat  NMCattat 
• STATIONARY ARK 
■SPNI PGA GOLF Naiodn Cup 
World Champajnohai. fatal round 
taaa homJAaui  Ma»a- 
(TMC)  MOVS   #*    'Panmara 
l1BB2lPraan0NaaJ. John Hurl 
0,00 
I MUSIC CTTV USA 
SNEAK   PREVSWS   Jal 
hoy lyona and MioMal  MaoVad 
hat****  Tafffot    and    Mataron. 
Cdtad IO Say I Lot* You iStav* 
Wondar) ' fonMoPM ' BUraty 
loggmal OhoaSiuatart iha. 
PahW   J/l      im Bo   faaaod 
i»o-».a. &a>tara>  IPan 2 of 21 
• MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE TMLaatPtaoa on Earth 
A iMdorahtp iirni ■•■m 
Amundatn aftar ha N*oaa ha* man 
onto  Ma   k*   Bamar   loo   toon 
Scon     hat     tranaporialaan     prob 
Mma tPanSolBIQ 
IFTVGuaat  Ton BaM 
HEALTH CARE  ON  THE 
CRITICAL LIST An a 
of  hoaRh   cara  < 
program* at iha U S  ftanatad by 
JackKMynan 
■ SPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
SCOREBOARD 
(TNO MOVE •»# ThaAa 
'phofl AatoN llflMI Staring 
Hay dan Jama* VWvimora Tha 
poac* m> bafhad by a oranatal 
maaiarmaMl a ha* mdhon doMa. 
tOMMry 
7:30 
• SMALL WONDER Jam* 
haa aoma atfaaang 10 do aha 
he utr* Vckl to COHOJNM IM ha. 
lory hamaaaort 
0 DON CHERRY B GRAPE 
VINE 
• SMALL     WONDER    Tha 
m>m Iha Department of Chedian 
Sertxe* damandt that iha lamey 
adopt* V-*. 
• ITS A LIVING 
■SPNI COLLEOE FOOTBALL 
South Catohne at Honda State 
ilaael 
BOO 
• • AIRWOLF HatMa pro 
htiltlhaMaolalotlpakM INancy 
1 vahaidi ahu ha* voaad lo -a 
*ea> a tany* <ala. ■ m a nea a* 
MR 
O NHL HOCKEY Si lou* 
Bsat at luronio Mapia laota 
• GIMME A BREAK Nad 
tatat laaol aavan year old Par" 
*•• Deem 
116741 Chan** Broneon 
Hope Lango »Na rhree hood 
Mna murdif h* aaN and wet* 
ha daugfttw at a nata of epeeCv 
tnaaherji  an anragad Umm York 
• *    A lama* 
Too tm (1B77I Jama* Coon 
SaonConttery at 1944 •taOpat 
anon Mart*. Gordon Uota —a 
day* at on * leted attempt lo ond 
■at aw* aiEtaopa 
"| SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE 
(Set fi Prantaarai 
* Meted by imti repertory mam 
bora aydwCkng Randy Quad An 
Ihony MWchoal Hoi. Nora Ourm 
and Oar-aa Vance 
t WRESTLING 
MOVS   **      The  Sword 
And  The  Sorcera      I1BS2I  loo 
Hot Nay.   KooMoon   Boaar    Horcec 
% «, I i an atd ry 
■lb I Sm-ll 
iha that* ha <a*pon*aMit( a* » 
».%i   Snia   in  data  a  handaoma 
-a.—utx,. 
B      HOLLYWOOO      BEAT 
Mila.an    *H1    Radn    hek>    an 
awm  Mia m eta ha pregnant 
r-—-i :; 
• MOVS 000 <      "-.-. 
• COLLEGE  FOOTBALL " 
aajoi OHM *• Siamhad II MfM 
• COLLEGE FOOTBALL r> 
MaaSMa* at Stanford Kaa* 
■ GREAT   AMERICA  Maon 
BBM      Oay-tum        Paul      I ynda 
■ nilhti VtVntaa* and 0-.* Van 
Oyt- l-a—.H aajBHOl paaat of 
ama-ata hi an an I6lh leni.a* 
•at"   lualaa    tti    |   Ian id Iha 
■aMtflvteMti ahaat 
B 30 
• FACTS OF LIFE m •>>-» «• 
NataW f-a—y. H. a !■*■ a> iha 
- aa    ii   -■     ttnp    arheia    the    en 
ynrya*   ha.   hamiN   "   m   laHMual 
BOO 
O •  MOVS   • • Rdky 
B.n—t* ilBBSl lorn '..at* 
Oata-.O-Mranay   A ttagh HhoOl 
fh-agu tub-eb  i*"«*n i" ttpe 
aneni aa*k the aeika »-*• ol Me 
• GOLDEN GIRLS Rote i6et 
ly     rVKHI    beak*   out    aahan    iha 
how* * burgkaiu«d 
• NORTH AND SOUTH 
Hunioon and Barn »fOp in a Naa 
Ortaant bordeao Vaga* t hut 
band  Grady  a>n*  John Broan * 
'ardort at   M»pa t Feny    pOH*4« 
■aciiona prepare it* tho PtPtidon 
laf atacnon of 1660 Siat Ewa 
both Taytor and Johnny Cook 
(Pan ft ol 61Q 
• NEWPORT JAZZ 
hVghaghl* of muacal parlorm 
arxe* by la* H-tanour ond Oave 
Gruoat Iha Ort* Ooaon Brat* 
Band Sie*a Ray Vaughan and 
OoubN TtoablB and other* taped 
at (ha 1«6ft Noapnri jair lean 
aS 
(TMC) MOVS * • Crly Moot 
H9«4) Can latt-njod Bun Ray 
nc*M Toawrdo the and of Prom 
btoon a cop ahooa pormar a 
murdarad laamt up emh ha ona 
tart   hand     a   prwat*   dOtOCth* 
and c< hettt aiet tome laacY looi 
erork  to  track   do an  tho  kaNtt 
PG g 
B:30 
• 227 Mary antao lo tha Praa- 
•dant to cornpHm about Hat 
poOtolo* m dta tweet ■ around har 
eNy* a madaavol kaygdom 
11:00 
• STAR SEARCH 
11:4B 
O A NIGHT AT THE RACES 
12 OO 
■SPNI COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
South Caroene al HortOe State SB 
12:36 
• SOUL TRAIN 
12:4B 
O   MOVS    **      Bluebeard 
(19441 John Canadme  Jean Pa 
BB 
1O0 
• WRESaiNO 
ITMC) MOVIE •*■* 
T*ghBope      I1B64I   Cant   [aal 
arood Gone «r*e Buajld 
1:30 
«NEWS 
MOVS   OS* *1     Batra Ot 
The Bulge    (1B66I Hanry lonu* 
Hobal Ryen 
2:00 
• NI W^> 
SUNDAY 
10.  i* 
MORNING 
10O0 
O SWITCHBACK 
• DAY OF DISCOVERY 
■ NOVA 
■ DUKES OF HAZZARO 
• WORKING WOMEN 
10 30 
■ NORTH COAST MAGA- 
ZINE 
| ONE ON ONE 
J 13 REPORTS 
I FANTASTIC FUN FESTI- 
VAL 
• PRESENT! 
11 OO 
(THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
COMMENT 
WORSHIP   FOR   SHUT- 
INS 
• KIDS INCORPORATED 
• A WALK THROUGH THE 
20TH CENTURY WITH SHI 
MOVERS 
• OREATEST AMERICAN 
HERO 
I WRESTLING 
TONY BROWN S JOUR 
NAL 
11:30 
J FACE THE NATION 
SKETCHES     OF     OUR 
TOWN 
Z SUNDAY MASS 
THIS  WEEK  WITH  OA 
VIOBRINKLEY 
• MARKET TO MARKET 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
AFTERNOON 
lhtl I 
 
 P 
t 
: 
BOO 
ICOCNSWO 
I NEWS 
I NATURE A cfwontcN) Nmed 
I BWyMi peal    of k«M ■ 
attoMajMod phtnol c. oooSN Q 
tSBTARTREK 
VSTNAM:    A    TELEVV 
BSON     HSTTORV       CaraboaW 
oral Las*   Oaapaa teenr-cat ra, 
"»•       aahty   both of Vatnam t  emafta 
■ MOVS *** "a l-t 
Watu MBTBl The Bond Bab 
Dytan Jam MochM. Ene CMpton 
Ratgo Starr ond oanon Itofp The 
6and «y Boodbye m a honed c*> 
abraan  of  Bat group a 
10:00 
• HUNTER Hytitoi oonoauaa 
to aaach tor aaya to nob the lor- 
agn ikplpmat **ho raped McCak 
RaPard Yraauoa and Bruce Don- 
eon flueet ata.   Pan 2 of 2) 
• EUROPEAN TELEVSBON 
12:00 
• BPORTECENTER TOOAY 
"oat I    Caeey fohyman    John Tat 
<h Qaw Coughfcn and Greg Pruttl 
Cotorago of cottage and Ngh 
acboca lootbee ono o look ot iha 
Cktvolond Broana 
O MEETING PLACE n*m*m 
branc* Sunday a obaar.id bom 
Grace Luthorett Church at Calgary 
After to 
I EARL E BRUCE 
MEET THE PRESS 
NEWTON'S APPLE 
Teaching clump*ru*aa to ibk ua 
Bag aajn Naigtiooa -mat couaoa 
Iha band* rhe phuicaoBY 0» 
eaaacayg cold (amed. update  Q 
• MOVS *** I Waroto 
Head Vow Hand IIS7BI Suaan 
KaaaM Newman  Marc McOura 
10:00 
•     COLLEOE 
ONe    State     M 
open aoma ooort 
• NOVA   Tho Mag* ol Spo- 
cM    ENacta      Tho    ohMben    of 
12:00 
■•NPL TODAY 
■ NPL   SB 
• POSTSAITS 
• ADAM SMITH B MONEY 
WORLD 
■BPN)   NPL   GAME   OP  THE 
WEEK 
IOO 
■ NFL FOOTBALL lea Ange- 
la*  Rama   ai   Near   York   Gem 
|JMI 
• COUNTRY    CANADA 
Oaoaharmol Aguocuhure or hah 
lamayg * dacueaad 
• NFL FOOTBALL Detroit Ir- 
on* at Chicago Beat (La*l 
• NPL FOOTBALL Regttnet 
covaroga o* SiotiN Seohoiak* at 
Naa Ortaant lanii Houoton 
Oooro at BuPMu Bow Indatnapoa* 
Ccat* it New England Patriot* 
P-itaburgh Si—at at *.araa* C-t. 
Chat* or Oayland B-c—na al 
Catcatnon Bengal* 
I COMMUNITY CLOSE UP 
•      WASHINGTON 
WEEK INREVSWQ 
• MOVS 0*II     Empaor Ol 
Tha North     ll»73i  Lao Mernn 
f moai Borgnaie 
■SPNIRCOEO 
1 SO 
• CFL FOOTBALL tottern 
•arneVujI laaal 
• MOVS   ••>      ThaLoaandCP 
SaapyHoboa (19601 Jafl Gok* 
blum  DKk BuOkua 
• • WALL STREET WEEK 
Gueei managayg daecior rVban 
M Groa* PacaV inyeatmeni Man 
agamaniCo 
200 
• SOLOGueal RovotandKang 
R Murta* ol Iho 'aal uataujn 
Church ol Totado Oha> *" 
• MOVS * * id Retha Ba 
PMh 119641 Sandra Dae Robert 
GouNt 
• GREAT PERFORM 
ANCES Goapai at C<aOnuo 
Ciaence lountan and iha I've 
6and 6ov* ol Alabama aa la* 
luted a iha wedaainel black goa 
pal ayawpretai~jn of iha Oacapua 
at Coaanu*    ttory  [J 
■ SPNI DRAG RACING IMRA 
NattoruM bom Oanmgton SC 
IRI 
fTMO MOVS •*»>'. 6*lhe 
Spa-1    I l«4bl Rei Harraon Con 
2:30 
• CAPITOL JOURNAL 
3:00 
• MOVS ••• Bend Of 
It- >W. MSftli Jamet S*e* 
al  A-ih,* Kennedy 
0 MOVK • • • Run Seam 
Run  Deep     (19*61  Clark  Gobkt 
Burl I ana a*ta 
■ SPN)   GYMNASTICS   Worm 
1 hampamaha) aomen t team in 
at bom St  Ftui  Matn  Itapadl 
330 
■ MOVS   • * *      Thae •  A 
Qfl m My Soup I 19701 fata. 
SaOaat   i.*aHien 
• ABOUT TAP Danca actor 
Gregory Hate* ami ajaatan 
hoofer*    Sieve    Condoa     Chuok 
Taaen   and   Jimmy   Sh/ikr   tbimon 
tl-ata and dacu** thai indaydue* 
Kyle* ol (*i dancing 
400 
• • NFL FOOTBALL Deket 
rnwboyt at Weahetgton Padokata 
KrvOl 
• MOVS * * • With S» 
You Get Egflroe 119661 Dora 
0a*  6rujnM»th 
O MOVS *'> Branded 
.19511   Alan  ladd    Mona  f-ee 
• CAPITOL JOURNAL 
(TMO   MOVS   ••      Oh  God* 
<OdOM    MB84I Gaorga Bum* 
Tad Wet* 
4:30 
O HYMN SING m a cotobra 
fi.. ol Ramembtant* Sunday the 
Hymn Seig Chorua portorm* te 
•action* auch aa God of Our 'a 
ihat O   Brother   Man      and 
• OWL / TV WeoMo rehab* 
■etor Kay McHeevar heap* a>Mad 
and orphaned oat* orang ba* 
tie* Bonapai ohoart hoa a 
■kataton aork* a iota of ma Hoot 
Club itubhouea Q 
• MCLAUGHLIN GROUP 
OOO 
O FOR  VALOR Th* nature o< 
c our aga  a  ata-nmed  along ywrth 
one ol Iha moai lamou* aerarda 
tot haoam  the Victor*) CrOM 
• • LIFESTYLES OF THE 
RICH ANO FAMOUS «hy> 
nmn adh Wayne Heal on a lour 
of Pon* Pan 1 of 21 atate a. eta 
rafbng atm Lauren leae* Bruce 
jannar al h* Laka Taboo retreat 
• WAR A COMMENTARY 
BY   GVVYNNE   OYER  A   lam 
hat lOry 0> Ota ntKkKOr am* bu*M» 
up aato* 1646 locuaaye on the 
aoBNr" poaara and rhe A a te— 
Pact raton* Q 
• FIRING  LINE     *» Reagan 
Ocang   R>gM> '    G at alt    axaydo 
Rep Robert Dorr*n IRCoM ' 
■SPN)    LPGA     GOLF    kMMi 
^oooa: bom Tokyo  (Topedl 
M0 
• BONO ANO DAUGH- 
TERS A young gal eitampi* up 
•en o oocnM at an aMori to •**- 
hand* (Rig 
EVENING 
BOO 
«OS 
MfNORn-Y REPORT 
On Th* 
RoooT T»a> aaaact of Pa eutomo- 
bMonAmanconb*a g 
fTMO INNOCENTS ABROAD 
OagWaaeon Oe-al Ogdan Sear* 
and Brook* Adam* at* at Mark 
T-am * ofxaunt of No *np to la- 
to** a*> a group of {»a* pa 
gram bound lor «*> Mot* Land 
0:30 
I NBC NEWS 
WOOOVeSIQHT S SHOP 
Tha aBtpta* cotoraai hutch tab** 
■SPNI SPORTBCENTER 
7:O0 
»• BO MINUTES 
FRAGGLE   ROCK  Womb- 
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| STAR REK 
_    k rfcROUOH THE 
20TH CENTURY WITH BSA. MYSTERY1     OoddtoJ 
When you need to make 
your best impression! 
-DATA SHEETS- 
Professional work at 
reasonable prices. Stop in 
and see our samples. 
"price par copy" 
THE COPY SHOP 
117 E. Court 352-4066 
hours: Mon. - Fit 8:30-6:30 
Hairways 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR HAIR NEEDS" 
Full Service Salon 
Call For Your Appointment 
TODAY 
Close To Campus 
HIS E. Wogster 
STADIUM PLAZA 352-2107 
EFIRST EDITION 
HAIR DESIGN STUDIO 
and TANNING SALON 
Call us Today for your 
Hair and Tanning Appointment. 
Visit Our 
Full 
Service 
Salon 
Today! 
434 E. Wooster 
Hm»fmOA 354-1477 
Howard's club H 
• VOTED BEST BAR IN B.Q. * 
210 N. Main 
No Cover 
LIVE 
ENTERTAINMENT 
^B     Bo tho first to 
/-\ land in Howard's 
> >l     this waakandl 
^tew Dimensions in 
Financial Technology mm, 
OPEN: 
Mon.Thurj. 6"mi-9pn\ 
Fri. 6"am-10pm 
Sal. 7«n-10pm 
Sun. 8am-9pm 
H1SU 
"" |Gnra,0kU hal*|(kt« . 
Let us serve 
your banking needs. 
Bowling Green Locations: 
100 S. Main St. 
327 S. Main St. 
1098 N. Main St. 
Saturday    Special 
Steak   &    Shrimp   $5.95 
B.BO Chicken & Rib combo    $5.49 
Includes all you can cat 
soup, salad, and desert Buffet 
plus choice of potato. 
Call us about our 
Dally Specials 352-0123 
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ADVENTURES OF 
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urwrkAed   lor      10   "aav**      horn 
1 at Vega*  Nev fRl 
12 40   ' 
0   MOVIE    P P      M-ttatn   lo 
Okay     H9'7' Fucbatd loan   R. 
. at do Morwafban 
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Hair, Skin, Nail Designers 
352-4101 181(B) S. Main 
354-4143 Bowling Green 
20% OFF 
haircuts, perms, 
highlighting, 
manicures. 
with this ad 
exfjthM 11-224S 
Diana 
BUB) 
The 
Hutch 
Pali I Supplies 
ni 
*i 
Approx. 150 fish tanks, fresh and saltwa- 
ter. Small animals - gerbils, hamsters, mice, 
guinea pigs, etc. 
Birds, lizards, puppies, kittens, etc. 
55 gallon tank and 
two florescent hoods 
$129M 
2 for 1 on assorted Tropicals 
Lots to choose from 
352-8459 
South Side Six 
carryout 
737 S. Main      352-8639 
Coca Coil Classic, New 
Coke, Diet Coke, Cherry 
Coke, Sprite or Tab. 
8 pk of yi liter bottles 
only SI" dep. 
Large selection of 
Imported Beers. 
Individuals or create 
your own Imported 
six pack. 
WEEKLY 
MEETING 
Monday, 9 p.m. 
»0 Hem 372.2604 
Comtttom, Sacond Floor, WfMt Hall 
